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ABSTRACT
INVARIANT OPERATOR RANGES OF 
OPERATOR ALGEBRAS
by
D. Benjamin Mathes 
University of New Hampshire, September, 1988
Given a norm closed unital algebra G of operators on Hilbert space, a sublattice of Lat1/2G 
is identified, which we denote Lat^G. It is proved that Lat^G is lattice isomorphic to Lat1/2G® X  
(where X  denotes the ideal of compact operators on an infinite dimensional separable Hilbert 
space). This isomorphism is used to prove theorems describing Lat^G by carrying over know 
results concerning Lat1/2G® X . It is then shown that Lat^G can always be written as the set of 
ranges of operators that intertwine the algebra with a complete contraction.
A characterization of Lat^G is obtained when G is a certain type of abelian strictly cyclic 
algebra. The characterization applies to all strictly cyclic weighted shift commutants, provided 
the weighted shift has a monotonically decreasing weight sequence.
Conditions under which the range of a diagonal operator is in Lat1/2G are obtained and 
compared with the conditions needed for it tc be in Lat1/2G*. when G is the commutant of a 
strictly cyclic weighted shift. A complete characterization of the invariant ranges of diagonal 
operators is obtained for the commutant of a strongly strictly cyclic weighted shift.
The invariant operator range question for C*-algebras and the question "is 
Lat^G = Lat1/2G" when G is an abelian strictly cyclic algebra are related to the question "must 
the set of ranges of operators from a weakly closed linear manifold contain a maximal element"? 
It is proved that an affirmative answer to the latter question implies affirmative answers to the 
other questions.
f  '    ' '  -
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CHAPTER 1
PRELIMINARIES
In this chapter we collect notation and results that will be used later in the dissertation. 
Throughout the paper we use H and K to denote complex Hilbert spaces, and B(H) denotes the 
Banach algebra of bounded linear transformations on H. In general, if X and Y are Banach 
spaces, we write B(X,Y) to denote the space of continuous linear transformations (operators) 
from X into Y.
By an operator range we mean the direct image of an operator; if TeB (X .Y ) then 
ranT s  { Tx | x e X  } is an operator range. In case X  is Banach space, ranT will be called a 
Banach range; if X is a Hilbert space, then ranT will be called a Hilbert range. W e will be 
interested primarily in Hilbert ranges so, unless specified otherwise, operator ranges are Hilbert 
ranges. If T eB (K .H ), then we let T 0 denote the restriction of T  to kerTx , thus T0 is an injective 
operator in B(kerT1,H). It is clear that ranT = ranT0, and since T  is injective, the dimension of 
kerT1 is no larger than the dimension of H. It follows that if S is any surjective element of 
B (H,kerTx), then ranT0S  = ranT, and every operator range in H can be written as ranR for some 
R eB(H ).
1.1 T heo rem  [10]. The following are equivalent.
(i) R c H  is an operator range;
(ii) K c H / s  the domain o f a  closed operator;
(iii) There exists a sequence { Mj | ie N } of mutually orthogonal subspaces of H such that
B = ( I  x, I XjeH,. I (  2,||x1il)% oo }; 
i=i 1=1
(iv) There exists an inner product < ,  >' on £  such that ( B . I - I ' )  is a  Hilbert space and  
tlxD < BxB' fo ra llx e J l.
For a survey of the elementary properties of operator ranges, see [10]. The following 
theorem of Douglas may also be found in this survey.
1
F
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21.2 T h e  R ange Inclusion Theorem  [8],[10]. / /T ,S c B (H ) , then the following are 
equivalent.
(i) ranS c  ra n T ;
(ii) There exists p>0 such that SS* < p T T * ;
(Hi) There exists R e B(H) such that S = TR .
An immediate consequence of the range inclusion theorem is that T  and (T T *)^  have the 
same range. Thus every operator range in H is the range of some positive operator in B(H).
A crucial observation used to prove the range inclusion theorem is that ranS c  ranT 
implies T0'1S is a bounded operator. Given an operator T cB (H ) whose range is invariant under 
an algebra G c B (H ) of operators, this observation is further exploited by Foias in [11] to 
construct a homomorphism from G into B(H). If Z  is a subset of B(H), then an operator range £  
is invariant under Z  provided SIR. c  31 for all S e ^ .  The set of all operator ranges invariant 
under Z  is a lattice under the operations of intersection and linear span, and is denoted Lat1/2^ .  
If R =ranT , then the invariance implies T0'1S T  is a bounded operator for all S c  Z . This lets us 
define a  function $ T : Z  - *  B(H); $ T(S ) = T0' 1S T. Foias proved that $ T is a bounded 
homomorphism whenever Z  is a (norm) closed subalgebra of B(H). W e will refer to § T as the 
homomorphism induced by T.
1.3 C om plete ly  Bounded M ao s. Suppose G is a norm closed unital subalgebra of B(H) 
and $  : G -»  B(H) is a bounded linear transformation. Let M (n)(G) denote the algebra of nxn  
matrices with entries from G, viewed as a subalgebra of B(H<n>). Define $ (n) on M (n)(G) by 
$ (n)((Ay)) = ($(Ajj)), so 5 (n) acts on a matrix (Aij) by applying $  to each of its entries. It is clear 
that each $ (n) is a bounded linear map. W e say that $  is completely bounded provided {H
is a bounded sequence. Another way of saying this is as follows; let M (<o)(G) be the normed 
linear submanifold of B (H M ) consisting of those operators whose operator matrices have at 
most finitely many non-zero entries from G. Define on M W (G) just as $ (n) was defined on 
M (n)(G); $(„)((Ajj)) = ($(Ajj)). Then $  is completely bounded precisely when § (-) is bounded on 
Mh (G), and we define the cb-norm of 5 to be
US »cb= su p  1 $(„)! = t § w !.
If is bounded, then it extends to a bounded mapping on the (norm) closure of M( - ) (G); we 
use G ®  X  to denote the norm closure of M M (G) in B(H<“ >) and $ ®  1 denotes the extension of 
( X  denotes the compact operators on a separable infinite dimensional Hilbert space).
f ----------------
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3W e now prove that the set of completely bounded linear maps from G into B(H) with the cb- 
norm is a Banach dual space. If X and Y are Banach spaces, then B(X,Y# ) is the Banach dual 
of the space Z  constructed as follows. Let Z q be the algebraic tensor product of X  with Y.
Define a cross norm on Zq by
|| f || = inf { S  I X X j S y ^ f }.
Let Z be the Banach space completion of Zq (see [32] pp.36-47). It follows that B(G ®  X,B(H<~>)) 
is a Banach dual space. Since the cb-norm of §  is just the norm of $  ®  1 in B(G ®  X ,B (H H )) ,  
and since a weak* closed subspace of a Banach dual space is again a Banach dual space, we  
need only prove that
JR a  { $ ® 1  | §  completely bounded } 
is weak* closed in B (G ®  X ,B (H (“ >)). The Krein-Smulian Theorem says that we need only check 
that weak*-limits of bounded nets in 3TI are in 3R. It is not hard to see that a bounded net { r v } in 
B(G ®  X ,B (H M )) converges to T  if and only if r v(S) -»  T (S ) (WOT) for every S e G  ®  X  (see 
[28] p.80). Assume that V v  = $ V ® 1  with § v  completely bounded, and T V (S) -»  T (S ) (WOT) 
for every S e  G ®  X . Let V n : H -»  H<“> be the operator such that V n(x) = ®yj where y( = x if 
i=n and ys = 0 otherwise. Then the fact that is completely bounded implies that
V ‘ ( § v ® 1)(S )V j = 5 v (Vi*SVj) 
for every positive integer i and j. Given A eG , define SAe G ®  X  by SA(®Xj) = ®yj where  
y , = Ax0 and = 0 for i> l . Define 5  : G -»  B(H) by $(A) = V0* r ( S A). W e intend to show that 
$  is completely bounded and T  = $  ®  1, from which we have T e  3TI. W e do this by showing that 
V *r (S )V j = $ (V *S V j) for every positive integer i and j, and every S e G ®  X .  Given S e G ®  X  
and positive integers i and j, observe that V^SV^eG, and let A = v 'S V j. Thus
Sv (V*SVj) = V0*(5 v ®1)(Sa)V0 -  V0T (S a)V0 = $(V*SVj) (WOT).
On the other hand,
SvOCSVj) = V *(« v ®1)(S)Vj -  V *r(S )V j (WOT).
Thus V * r (S )V j = § (V *S V j) and we have proved that JTl is weak* closed.
Suppose 5  : G -*■ B(H) is a completely bounded map and V ,W eB (H ). Define 
'J' : G -»  B(H) by ^ (A ) = V $(A )W ; then 'i' is a completely bounded map and
l * I cb< SVlllWBIIf i cb.
This follows from the observation that ^ (n)(A) = V(n>$(n)(A)W (n>.
If : G - » B(H) are bounded linear maps then one can define $  © 'i '  : G -»  B(H(2>) by 
(5  ® ^ )(A )  = $ (A )® ^ (A ). The direct sum is completely bounded precisely when both
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
4summands are completely bounded, and
B $ © *B cb= m ax{[$ l cbll * l cb}.
More generally, if § j : G -»B(H j) ( i£ l)  is a family of bounded maps, then
i d
is completely bounded whenever sup II Bcb < oo. To see this, define 
U : ©  H -"5 -»  I"© H jV "5 by I l f ©  (  ©  x -T j = ©  f ©  x f |
i d  \ , id  j  J j  j  = l  J '
It is clear that U is a unitary operator, and a computation yields that
This equation implies that il  ^ II = sup II. andthus
II e * i ||t t = sup ll 5 ,  llt t .
If $  is a completely bounded map with I  $  I  cb< 1, then $  is called a complete contraction.
1.4 T heo rem  [27]. Assum e G is a closed unital subalgebra of B(H) and
$  : G -> B(K) is a  unital completely bounded homomorphism. Then there exists an invertible 
operators  in B(K) such that S '1 $  ( )S  is a completely contractive homomorphism.
Furthermore,
B§ ! cb = inf{ HR'1B • B RB ] R invertible, R*1$  ( )R  complete contraction}, 
and the infimum is attained.
If i c B ( H ) ,  then the commutant of &  is defined by
& ' »  { TeB(H)| TS=ST for all SzJZ, }.
If T eB (H ),th en  the operator T ^ e B fH W )  is defined by T W ( © x i ) *  © T x i.
1.5 T heorem  [26]. Assume G is a unital C ’-subalgebra o f B(H), T e B (H ), and
f
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5ranTeLat1/2 G. The following are equivalent
(i) There exists Be G' with ranB = ranT;
(ii) ranTM  e l_at1/2 G ®  X ;
(Hi) $ T is a completely bounded homomorphism.
The proof of this theorem uses results of Haagerup and Foias. Haagerup proved that the 
bounded unital homomorphisms which are similar to ‘ -homomorphisms are precisely the 
completely bounded ones (see [12]). Foias proved that if $ T is similar to a ‘ -homomorphism, 
then (i) holds (see [11]).
In [26], Paulsen was only concerned with C*-algebras, but his observation of the 
equivalence of (ii) and (iii) applies to an arbitrary norm closed unital subalgebra G of B(H). To 
see the equivalence, one needs only to observe that
(3 TL((A ij)) = (V A y T )  = (T0 1)<“>(Ay) T H = ( T ^ ^ A ^ T H  
whenever (Aij)e M 0„(G). If ranT€Lat1/2 G, then ranTW  is already invariant under M „(G ), and 
ranT<“ > is invariant under the norm closure of M „(G ) if and only if (§ T).. is bounded on M„(G).
1.6 T heorem  [24]. Suppose  G is a norm closed subalgebra of B(H) with the property that 
the unit ball of G is weakly dense in the unit ball o f G 'W0T (the closure o f G in the weak 
operator topology). Then Lat1/2G = Lat1/2G'WOT.
W e denote the weak operator closure of G ®  X  in B(H(“>) by G S X . The elements of G S X  
are precisely the operators in B(H<“ >) whose operator matrices have entries from G 'W0T. Note 
that G ®  X  satisfies the hypothesis in Theorem 1.6 whenever G does. Thus if G satisfies the 
hypothesis in Theorem 1.6 , then L a t ,^ G ® X  = LatJ;2 G @ X , and consequently $ T is a 
completely bounded homomorphism if and only if ranTW eLat1/2G @ X .
1.7 H ilbert-S chm idt M aos. A part of the material in this section is selected from [15] where 
we refer the reader for a more general and thorough exposition.
Assume H © K  is the algebraic tensor product of H with K. W e define an inner product 
< , > on H O K  by defining
<f1® k1,f2®k2> =  <f1.f2> h <kv k2>K 
on the elementary tensors, then extending to all of H © K  linearly. In this way, H ©K  becomes a
f -------------
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6pre-Hilbert space. W e denote the completion of H o K  by H ®  K, and call this the tensor product 
of H with K. Henceforth we will not subscript our inner products but will rely on context to 
determine where an inner product lives.
If {ej | ie I } and [fj | je  J } are orthonormal bases of H and K respectively, then 
{ ej®fj | ie l ,  j€  J  } is an orthonormal basis of H ® K . If Mj = { x®fj | x e H  }, then { Mj | je  J  } is 
a pairwise orthogonal family of subspaces. Moreover, this family is totah i.e. the union of the 
family spans H ® K , a n d th u s H ® K  ss © M j. The map that takes ©  Xj€ ©  Hj (je J, Hj = H ) to  
Z X j® fje H ® K  is thus unitary.
A norm defined on an algebraic tensor product of Banach spaces X and Y is called a 
cross norm  provided D x ® yB=BxB DyB. and the norm is said to be uniform if, given T e  B(X) and 
S eB (Y ), the linear map defined by (T® S)(x® y) = Tx® Sy is bounded on X © Y  and 
DT®SB = BTIIUSB (see [32]). The norm we defined on H O K  is a uniform cross norm, so 
B (H )© X (K ) may be viewed as a submanifold of B (H ® K ) (X (K ) denotes the compact operators 
on K), where it inherits a norm (the operator norm), and this norm is a cross norm but not a 
uniform norm. In fact, if $  € B(B(H)) and K is a separable infinite dimensional Hilbert space, 
then $ ®  1 is bounded on B (H )© X (K ) precisely when $  is completely bounded (see [28] p.158). 
When this is the case, 5  ® 1 is not only bounded, it is completely bounded and
B $®18cb = B $ lcb.
The following theorem, adapted from [28] for our purposes, summarizes these remarks.
1.8 Theorem  [28]. Assume G is a  norm closed unital subalgebra o f B(H), M is a  Hilbert 
space, and  5  : G -»  B(H) is a completely bounded map. Then 5 ® 1  is completely 
bounded, a n d B§®1Bcb = B§Bcb.
If 5 eB (B (H )), we should point out that we now have two meanings for $  ® 1, the one 
defined on (B (H )© X (K ))‘ norn\  as in Theorem 1.8 and the remarks preceeding that theorem, and 
the one defined in section 1.3 on the space we called B(H) ®  X . If §  ® 1 is the one defined in 
section 1.3 on B (H )®  X , then the one defined just before Theorem 1.8 is U '1($ ® 1 )U , where U 
is the unitary that takes Z  X j® fj€ H ® K  to (xpeH W . This explains why the tensor notation was 
used in section 1.3.
Assume that M is a Hilbert space. If Y e B (H ®  K,M), then we may define a bounded bilinear 
mapping cp:H xK -»M  by cp(x,y) = Y (x® y). The bounded bilinear maps obtained in this way are 
called the weak Hilbert-Schmidt maps of H x K  into M (see [15] p. 131). Using the notation
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
7above for orthonormal bases of H and K, the weak Hilbert-Schmidt maps may be characterized 
as those bounded bilinear maps with the property that for all u cM ,
tj
This can be seen by considering the map that takes u to
2 <u,cp(et<fj)>
checking that it has a closed graph, and then proving that its adjoint takes x® y to ep(x,y). The 
number
Hull < 1
is called the Hilbert-Schmidt norm of tp; this is just the operator norm of the operator in 
B (H ®  K,M) that we associate with tp.
1.9 T heorem  IT51. Assume  < p :H xK -»M  is a weak Hilbert-Schmidt map, A cB (H ), and  
B eB (K ). Then the bounded bilinear map  ^ :H x K - » M defined by
«l»(x,y) = <p(Ax,By)
is a  weak Hilbert-Schmidt map.
1.10 S tric tly  C yclic  A lgebras . Suppose Q is a unital subalgebra of B(H). W e call G strictly 
cyclic in case there exists a vector x cH  such that H = { Ax | A eG  }. The study of strictly cyclic 
algebras was initiated by Lambert in [17]. Much of the material in this section is due to Lambert 
and was selected from Shields' Survey article [33]. W e will restrict our attention to abelian 
strictly cyclic algebras.
Assume G is an abelian strictly cyclic algebra (ASCA), and let v e H  be such that 
H = { Av j A c G }. W e call v a strictly cyclic vector for G, and note that we may (and do) 
choose v so that 1 v B=1 . Consider the map T  : G - *  H defined by T(A ) = Av; thus T  is a 
bounded linear map that is onto H. W e assert that T is injective; if T(A ) = 0 then BAv = 0 for 
all B cG , and since G is abelian, A(Bv) = 0 for all B cG . If ycH , then strict cyclicity lets us write 
y = Bv for some B cG . It follows that Ay = A(Bv) = 0, which establishes the assertion. By the 
open mapping theorem we have
for some constant k and all Ac G. Thus, the norm topology on G coincides with the strong
Sup
BAvl < BAB< k 3AvB
f
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8operator topology on G. This, together with the fact that the weak and strong operator topology 
closures coincide for any convex subset of B(H), and the fact that G must be weakly closed (see 
the next paragraph), implies any convex subset of G has the same closure in the norm topology 
as in the w eak operator topology.
Define a binary operation <p:H xH -*H  by cp(y,z) *  r [ ( r ' 1y ) ( r '1z)], so «p is simply the 
multiplication in G carried over to H by the bisection T . By the observations in the previous 
paragraph, 9  is a bounded bilinear map; i.e. for all y .zeH  we have
Ocp(y,z)B < k 2 ByO DzD.
W e assert that G, being an ASCA, must be unital; indeed G must be maximal abelian (G = G').
To see this, suppose Be G \ and find A eG  such that Av = Bv. Then if yeH , there exists C e  G 
such that Cv = y, and
By = BCv = CBv = CAv = ACv = Ay.
Thus A = B and B eG . W e note that 9  is an abelian multiplication with identity on H. If, given 
z e H , we define Mz by Mz(y) = <p(y,z), then we have G = { M z | z e H  }. Conversely, if 9  is an 
abelian multiplication with identity on H that is also a bounded bilinear map, then { Mz | z e H  } 
is an ASCA. Thus there is a natural correspondence between abelian strictly cyclic subalgebras 
of B(H) and bounded abelian multiplications with identity on H. W e will write G -  (H,cp) to 
indicate the relationship that G = { Mz | z e H  }.
If £  is a linear submanifold of H, then £  is an ideal with respect to the multiplication 9  if 
and only if £  is invariant under the algebra G. Since 9  is continuous, if £  is a proper ideal, then 
so is its closure £ " . It follows that there are no proper dense invariant linear manifolds. In 
particular, no element of Lat 1>2G is dense in H. This observation was an early tool in the study of 
strictly cyclic algebras and is true in significantly greater generality (see [9], [18], and [19]).
Suppose [Wj] is a bounded sequence in (0 ,» ). Define a sequence of products by pn = 1 if 
n=0 , and pn = WqW,—wn., otherwise, and define a generalized "binomial coefficient" as follows; 
for i<k define &(k,i) = If { et | i e N  } is an orthonormal basis of H, then the map
defined by Ae| = Wjei+1 is called a weighted shift with weight sequence [Wj], The definition is 
valid for any bounded sequence of complex numbers; for our purposes, however, we will 
always assume that the weights are strictly positive real numbers. Thus, the weighted shifts 
under consideration in this dissertation are all injective. W e also wish to make the convention 
that w0 = 1 .
If D is the diagonal operator with diagonal sequence [w j, and S is the unilateral shift 
operator, it follows that A = SD. Since S is an isometry, w e see that
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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The range inclusion theorem gives us that ranA = ranSD = ran(SD2S *)1/2, and a  computation 
shows that (SC^S*)172 is a diagonal operator;
(SD2S*)1/2 =d iag(0 ,w0,w1,w2, ...) .
W e call a weighted shift operator A strictly cyclic in case {A}' is a strictly cyclic algebra. A 
weighted shift operator with weight sequence {w j is called strongly strictly cyclic if, for every 
n e N, the weighted shift operator with weight sequence
wn,wn+1 ,wn+2’
is strictly cyclic. If the weight sequence {Wj} is a monotonically decreasing t 2 sequence, then A 
is called a Donoghue operator.
1.11 T heo rem  [16], [33]. Assum e A is a weighted shift operator with weight sequence {w j. 
Then A is strictly cyclic if and only if for every x.ye H,
oo k  ^
2 12 <y.ek_f> p (k ,i) | < »  .
k=0 1=0
A necessary condition for strict cyclicity is that
sup & (i+j ,D  < 00 • 
t.J
A sufficient condition for strict cyclicity is that
k 2
sup 2 P (IO ) < 00 •
k 1=0
If the weight sequence {w j is monotonically decreasing, then A is strictly cyclic if  and only if
k 2
sup 2 PG U) < 00 •
k (=0
If A is a Donoghue operator, then A is strongly strictly cyclic.
W e need the following fact about the commutant of a weighted shift.
1.12 T heo rem  [33], [34]. Assum e A is an injective weighted shift. Then the weakly closed
unital algebra generated by A equals {A}’; in particular, {A}’ is maximal abelian.
Assume that A is a strictly cyclic weighted shift, so {A}1 is an ASCA. We assert that the
f
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bounded bilinear map cp :H xH -»H  that gives us {A}' ~  (H.cp) is defined by
o® k
cp(x,y)= 2 ( 2  <x.ei> <y,ek.t> p(k,i)) ek.
k=0 (=0
Theorem 1.11 ensures that this sum converges, and since &(k,i) = p(k.k-i), we have 
tp(x,y) = (p(y,x). Letting y = e0, we have
My(ej) = tp(ei,e0) = eSl 
so that = 1. Letting y = e 1 gives us (recall our convention that w0 = 1)
My(ej) = tpiej.e,) = &(i+l ,i)ej+1 = \N ,e ^ = A e v 
so Me = A. One application of the Closed Graph Theorem ensures that every Mz is a bounded 
operator, and a second application implies that the map z -» M z is bounded. Thus, tp is a 
bounded bilinear map. It follows that { Mz | ze H  } is an ASCA. Since
{ Mz ] zeH  }c {A } \ 
and { Mz | z e H  } is maximal abelian, we have by Theorem 1.12 that
{ Mz | zeH  }={A }\
and the assertion follows.
Suppose G is a von Neumann subalgebra of B(H), and let 11(G) denote the unitary 
operators in G. W e say that G has Schwartz's property P  if for all B eB (H ), the weakly closed 
convex hull of { U‘1BU | U e  11(G) } intersects G\ W e call G a factor if G n G ' is the set of scalar 
operators. If G contains an increasing sequence Gn of finite dimensional ‘ -subalgebras such 
that u Gn is weakly dense in G, then G is said to be approximately finite dimensional.
1.13 Theo rem  [4], Suppose H is separable and  G is a  factor in B (H). Then G has 
Schwartz's property P  if and only if G is approximately finite dimensional.
1.14 T heo rem  [35]. Suppose G is a  von Neumann subalgebra o f  B(H) with Schwartz's 
property P. Then Lat1/2G = { ranA | A e G '}.
W e denote the lattice of invariant closed subspaces of a set &  of operators by LaL8 . If G is 
a weakly closed unital subalgebra of B(H), the transitive algebra problem  is to determine 
whether LatG = {(0),H) implies G = B(H).
r
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1.15 Theo rem  [11]. Assume G is a  weakly dosed unital subalgebra o f B(H). If 
Lat1/2G = {(0),H], then G = B(H).
In [5], Davidson generalizes the work of Ong and Foias ([11], [24], and [25]) culminating 
in a characterization of the invariant operator ranges of an algebra G that contains a C*- 
algebra whose closure in the weak operator topology is a maximal abelian self adjoint 
algebra 3TI (a MASA), and such that GTTG JTT c  G.
1.16 T h e o re m  [5], [11], [24], [25]. Assume Q is a  norm closed algebra such that
(G n  G*)" contains a  MASA JR. and  JTIG JR c  G. Then £ e t a t 1/2G if and only if there exists 
a nest M0c  M ,c  MgC ... in Laid such that
where N ( = M ,©  (M ., = (0); i = 0,1,2,...). Thus, every invariant range is the range of the
diagonal operator d iag (i,J4 ,(J4)2,(J4)3, . . . )  relative to some decomposition 0  (M j+1 ©  Mj) 
obtained from a nest M0c  M , c  ... in LatG.
1.17 H ankel O perators . The material in this section is extracted from [29], Let H be a 
separable Hilbert space with basis [e0 e, }, and suppose S is the unilateral shift; Se| = e^.,. If 
H eB (H ), then H is called a Hankel operator provided S*H = HS. It is an easy exercise to 
prove that this is equivalent to the condition that there exists a sequence of complex numbers 
{a;} such that
W e will refer to such a sequence as a Hankel sequence.
Let L2 be the space of Lebesgue square integrable functions on the unit circle, so 
{ z n | n e Z  } is an orthonormal basis of L2. Let H 2 be the Hardy space; i.e. the span of
fc = ( I  Xj I x,cNi, S( 21 llxtil )2 < oo },
1=0
ai+j -  <Hej,ej>,
for all i,j>0; i.e the matrix of H relative to the basis {e0 e, } is
F
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{ z" | n = 0,1,2,... }. Define the unitary operator J on { z° | n e Z  }b y J z n = z-", let P be the 
orthogonal projection of L2 onto H2, and for cpeL“ , let be the operator of multiplication by tp 
on L2. Finally, with cpeL“ , let be the compression of JM^ to H2; = PJM^IH2. It is easy
to see that for every cpeL", is a  Hankel operator. The following theorem is due to Nehari.
1.18 Theo rem  [21], [29]. A sequence of complex numbers {aj} is a  Hankel sequence if and  
only if  there exists cp e L“  such that
aj = <tp,z‘i> = J cp(z) z* dm(z),
where m is normalized Lebesgue measure on the circle. In other words, every Hankel 
operator is unitarily equivalent to , and every Hankel sequence satisfies aj+j = < H (pzi,zi>, 
for some cpeL~.
A function u on the unit circle is called an inner function if |u(z)| = 1 for almost every z on 
the circle. If f is a function defined on the circle, define f~(z) *  f(z )  (where z  is the complex 
conjugate of z). It is clear that u is inner if ar,d or|iy if u~ is inner. Finally, define u (z ) = u (z).
1.19 Theo rem  [29]. If  u is an inner function, then the Hankel operator H z~ is a  partial 
isometry with initial space (uH2) 1 and final space (u~H2) x .
1.20 Theo rem  [2]. A non-zero subspace M o f  H2 is invariant under the unilateral shift if  
and only iftJl = uH2 for some inner function u.
The following theorem is due to Bunce (see [3]) and is applied in Chapter 5.
1.21 T heo rem  [3]. If  G is a C*-subalgebra o f B(H), R e L a t1/2Q, xcCfc, ancfx^K), then there 
exists Be G' such that xe ranBc £ .
f  ' -
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CHAPTER 2
INVARIANT OPERATOR RANGES  
AND C OM PLETELY BOUNDED HOM OM ORPHISM S
Suppose Q is a norm closed unital subalgebra of B(H), T eB (K ,H ), S cB (M ,H ) and 
ranT = ranS € Lat 1/ZG. W e assert that $ T is completely bounded if and only if 5 S is 
completely bounded. Assume T0 is the restriction of T  to kerTx , so $ T(A) = T0'1A T  for every 
A eG . Since ranT0 = ranT we also have 5 T„ mapping G into B(kerTx). The operator T0'1 T  is 
the orthogonal projection of K onto kerTx , and $ t 0(a ) = ( V 1 "n ^ T ^ lte rT 1' thus $ To is 
completely bounded whenever $ T is, since a compression of a completely bounded map is 
completely bounded. On the other hand, note that $ T = $ To ©  0 relative to the 
decomposition of K as kerTx © kerT, so $ T is completely bounded whenever $ T(J is. W e  
have that § To is completely bounded if and only if $ T is and $ So is completely bounded if 
and only if $ s is. To prove the assertion, we need only see that $ So ® completely bounded 
if and only if § T(J is; but $ s 0(A)= r ’1$ t 0(a )r - where R is the invertible operator R=S0_1T0 in 
B(kerTx,kerSx). The set Lat1/2G is thus partitioned into two pieces, those invariant ranges 
that induce completely bounded homomorphisms, and those that don't. W e call the set of 
invariant ranges that induce completely bounded homomorphisms Lat^G  and proceed to 
justify the name.
2.1 T h eo rem . If  G is a norm closed unital subalgebra of B(H), then L a t^G  is a  
sublattice o f Lat1/2G.
Proof: Assume S ,T eB (H ) and ranS, ranTeLatcbG, so $ s , $ T, and $ s ©  $ T are completely 
bounded maps (see 1.3). Define W  : H<2> -*H  by W(u,v) = Su + Tv, so ranW = ranS+ranT, 
and
$w (A)(u,v) = W0'1AW(u,v) = W0 1(ASu +ATv)
= W 0 1(S 5 s (a )+ T 5 t (A)) = W 0 1W ($ s ® 5 t)(A )(u,v).
13
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Since W0'1 W  is the orthogonal projection of H<2> onto kerW i , we see that $ w is a
compression of the completely bounded map 5 S ®  $ t - Hence § w is completely bounded, 
and ranS+ranTcLat^Q .
We now show that ran S nranT eL at^ G . Define Y  : H(2>-* H (2> by the matrix
Let K = k e rY , define P : H(2>-»H  by P(u,v) = u, and let W  = SP|K. Notice that (u ,v)eK  if and 
only if Su = Tv, so that SP(u ,v)eranS nranT  whenever (u ,v)eK . Conversely, if 
zeranS riranT , then there exist u and v such th a tz  = Su = Tv, thus (u ,v)eK  and z = SP(u,v); 
we have just constructed the standard example of an operator W  with ranW = ranSnranT.
Suppose (u ,v)cK . W e assert that for every A eG , ($ s ©  $ T)(A)(u,v)eK . Note that 
( $ s ®  $ t)(A)(u ,v )g K if and only if S $ s (A)u = T $ t (A)v . Since Su = T v ,
S $ s (A)u =ASu = ATv = T § t (A)v , and the assertion follows.
W e are now ready to look at $ w;
Once again, $ w is simply a compression of §s  ®  $ t - Thus $ w is completely bounded and
Suppose G is a unital C*-subalgebra of B(H). The most famous question in the theory 
of operator ranges is one of Dixmier's, which asks if all the invariant ranges of G can be 
realized as ranges of commuting operators. Since Lat^G  = { ranT | T e G '} (see 1 .5), 
Dixmier's question is equivalent to the question "is Lat^G  = Lat 1/2G if G is a unital C*- 
algebra of operators"?
It is well known that if G is a von Neumann algebra, then { ranA I A eG  } is a lattice (see 
[10]). In view of the previous paragraph, Theorem 2.1 may be interpreted as a 
generalization of this statement.
22. C orollary. IfQ  is a von Neumann algebra, then { ranA | A eG  } is a  lattice.
F
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*w (A)(u,v) = W 0'1AW(u,v) = W0 1ASu = W 0 1S ($ s (A)u) 
= W0 1 W ($ s (A)u ,§ t(A)v) = W 0'1 W (5 S ©  5 t)(A)(u ,v).
ra n S n ran T eL a t^ G . ♦
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Proof: By the Double Commutant Theorem,
{ ranA | A e G } = { ranA | A e (G ')' }.
By 1.5 we have { ranA | Ae (G T  } = Lat^G ', which is a lattice by Theorem 2.1. ♦
Suppose now that G is the algebra of analytic Toeplitz operators acting on H, and 
define §  : G -»  B(H<~>) by 5(A) = A<~). in [31] it is proved that
Z $ »  { ranT | T e B (H W iH), A T=T5(A ) for all AeG }
is a sublattice of Lat1/2 G, and it is conjectured that this is all of Lat1/2G. Subsequently it was 
shown in [23] that Z $ is the collection of invariant ranges for which ra n S e £ 5 implies 
r a n S ^ e L a t^ G ®  X , and thus by Theorem 1.5 we have Z $ = Lat^G . So once again, the 
question of whether the conjecture in [31] is true is equivalent to the question "is 
Lat1/2G = Lat^G  if G is the algebra of analytic Toeplitz operators"? Both Dixmier’s question 
and the status of the conjecture in [31] are still open. The general question now emerges: if 
G is an arbitrary norm closed unital algebra, is Lat1/2G = Lat^G? It is clear that Lat^G  
contains all the invariant closed subspaces, as well as the lattice generated by the ranges of 
commuting operators.
A common property that both the Lath 's  above share is that they can be written as Z $ 
for some complete contraction 5  (where we now make the convention that given a bounded 
homomorphism §  : G -»  B(K), Z $ ■  { ranT | TeB (K ,H ), AT=T5(A) for all AeG}); if G is a 
C*-algebra, then 5  is the identity map, and if G is the algebra of analytic Toepitz operators, 
then 5  is the infinite inflation. W e assert that given any norm closed unital subalgebra G of 
B(H), and given any completely bounded map $  : G -»  B(K), the set X 5 is contained in 
Lat^G . It is dear that the ranges in are invariant under G, and if ranTe Z $ with 
T eB (K .H ), then
5 t(A ) = (T0 1 T)5(A ), 
so $ T is a  compression of 5  and must be completely bounded.
2.3  L em m a. Assume G is a norm closed unital subalgebra o f B(H), T *  0, and  
ran T eLat^G . Then there exists S eB (H s ,H) such that ranS = ranT and  1 5 s l cb= 1.
Proof: Since $ t0: G E (kerTJ')  is a completely bounded unital homomorphism,
r
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Theorem 1.4 gives us an invertible operator R eB fkerT1 ) such that the map
■n : G -»  B(kerT'L) defined by ir(A ) = R'1$ To(A)R is a complete contraction. Letting S = T0R
and Hs = kerTx , we have
it  (A) = R-1$ r 0(A)R = = R-1T0-1A T 0R = (T0R )'1A (T0R) = * S(A).
It follows that 8$ s llcb s  1, and since $ s is unital, 8$ s Bcb = 1 - ♦
2 .4  T h eo rem . Assume G is a  norm closed unital subalgebra of B(H). Then there exists 
a  Hilbert space K and a complete contraction $  : G -»  B(K) such that Z $ = Lat^G .
Proof: For each R e L a t^ C , R  *  (0), choose Sr cB(HS r ,H) so that ranSK = R  and 
U$SK llcb= 1 (as in Lemma 2.3): henceforth we write $ £  in place of and H R in place 
of H S£ . Let Q. = L a ^ 2 M ( 0 ) }  a n d  define
§  *  ®  $  ond K *  ©  H _ .
£ e o  *  r c o
It follows from the discussion in section 1.3 that $  is completely bounded and I  §  I cb= 1.
From the discussion preceding Lemma 2.3, it is clear that Z $ c  Lat^G . For the
o p p o s ite  in c lu s io n ,  s u p p o s e  R o C L a t ^ G ;  it  is  d e a r  th a t  ( 0 ) e £ $ ,  s o  a s s u m e  R o * ( 0 ) .
Define T  :K -» H  by T (® x R) = S 3i (xR ); T  is clearly bounded and if A c G,
o o
A T(® xr ) = A S jj (xr  ) = Sr  (A)(xr  ) = T $ (A )(® x r ). 
o o  o o  o
T h u s  ra n T e  , a n d  d e a r ly  ra n T  =  ra n S K  =  R 0. ♦
Foias solved the transitive algebra problem in the affirmative when LatG is replaced 
with Lat1/2G (see Theorem 1.15). In [1] Azoff defines what he calls characteristic manifolds: 
if M cL atG (n), Q is the orthogonal projection of H(n) onto M, and P cB (H (n),H) is the partial 
isometry defined by P(®Xj) = x0, then ranPQ is a characteristic manifold. Letting n vary ever 
the positive integers and letting M vary in LatG(n), one obtains all characteristic manifolds. It 
is immediately clear that these are invariant operator ranges for G, and since 
APQ = P Q $Q(A<n>) for all A eG , it is clear that these are all in Lat^G . Azoff was able to solved 
the transitive algebra problem in the affirmative with the characteristic manifolds in place of 
LatG. A consequence of his result is that the transitive algebra problem has an affirmative 
answer when L a t^G  is used in place of LatG. W e present a different proof below to illustrate 
that many results about Lat1/2G are also true for Lat^G . The following theorem is the basic
I
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tool.
2.5 T h e o re m . Assum e  G is a norm closed unital subalgebra of B(H). Then La t^G  is 
lattice isomorphic to Lat1/2G ®  X , and the lattice isomorphism m ay be chosen so that the 
restriction to LatG is a lattice isomorphism of LatG onto LatG ®  X .
Proof: Suppose T ,S eB (H ) and ranT = ranS. W e assert that ranT<~> = ranS(“ >. By 
Theorem 1 .2 there exist operators D ,C eB (H ) such that T=SD  and S=TC. Since the infinite 
inflation map is multiplicative, t<~>=sW dW  and s W = T W c W ( from which the assertion 
follows.
If DR is any operator range in H, then define R H  to be the operator range in H H  that 
satisfies the condition; ranT = DR implies ran T W  = DRW. The previous paragraph shows that 
this is a well defined map from the lattice of operator ranges in B(H) into the lattice of 
operator ranges in B(H<~>). It also follows from the multipicativity of the inflation map that if 
D  is an operator range, then DDcDR implies D W c D R W . Conversely, if D W c D R W  with 
ranS (~ ) = D W  and ra n T W = £ ( “ ), then (TM )0‘1S (“ ) is a bounded operator. If P : H H  - » H is 
the map P(®Xj) = x0, then
TP(T<“>)o-1S H p *  = PT<~)(T(“))o 1s H p *  = PS<“ )P* = S,
thus ranS c  ranT, i.e. D cD R . Therefore, D  c  DR if and only if DRW c  D W . Note that if we 
replace P with the partial isometry Pn(®Xj) = xn, then the above calculation, together with 
the observation that kerTW  = © kerT, says that
(T t-))o-1S W  = (T0-,S )W .
W e assert that DR -»  R<“ > is a lattice monomorphism. The above paragraph shows 
that it is injective, so we need to prove that the lattice operations are preserved. Since 
{ A W ! A e B (H )} is a  von Neumann algebra, the set { ranA(“ ) | A cB (H ) } is a lattice (corollary 
2.2). Suppose that ranC = ranS +ranT . Then there exists D eB (H ) such that 
ranD W  = ranT<“) + ranSW . Note that the equation ranC = ranS +  ranT is equivalent to the 
range inclusion statement; ranS, ranT c  ranC and ranS, ranT c  ranB implies 
ranC c  ranB. By the previous paragraph, we have ranS, ranT c  ranD, thus ranC c  ranD 
(1). Applying the same reasoning to the equation ranDW  = ranTW  + ranS(“ >, we have 
ranS<“ ), ranTW  c  ranCw , thus ranC(~> c  ranDW  (2 ). Finally, (1) and (2) together imply 
ranC = ranD and ranCW  = ranDW . it follows that the linear span lattice operation is
F
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preserved. Note that the equation ranC = ranTnranS  is equivalent to the statement; 
ranC c  ranTnranS  and ranB c  ranTnranS  implies ranB c  ranC. It follows that by using 
the results of the previous paragraph, we can show that the intersection lattice operation is 
preserved in exactly the same way the linear span was shown to be preserved.
If an operator range is closed then we may write it as ranQ, where Q is a self adjoint 
projection. Then Q<~> is a self adjoint projection and ranQ M  is closed. Thus closed 
subspaces are taken to closed subspaces. Conversely, if ranT is not closed and T>0, then 
ranT2 *  ranT, thus
ran(T<“>)2 = ran(T2)<~> *  ranT<“> 
and ranTW  is not closed. (Here we use the fact that a positive operator T has closed range 
if and only if ranT = ranT2. See page 259 of [10] for a proof of this). W e have established 
that £  - *  K H  is a lattice isomorphism of the lattice of operator ranges in B(H) onto the lattice 
{ ranA<~> | A e B (H )}, and the restriction to the closed ranges in B(H) is mapped onto the set 
of closed ranges in { ranA<“> | A e B (H )}.
Suppose G is a norm closed unital subalgebra of B(H). By Theorem 1.5, the map 
T ; L a t^ G -* }  ranA(~> | A e B (H )} defined by T (K )  = satisfies r (R )e L a t1/2G ® X , for 
every ' R e d .  In view of what we have already proved, the theorem will be established as 
soon as we show T  maps Lat^G  onto Lat1/2 G ®  X .
Assume E e L a t1/2G ® X . Since G is unital, E e L a t1/28 ® X .  By Theorem 1.6 and the 
Kaplansky Density Theorem, Eel_at1/28 ® X .  W e assert that 8 ®  X  has Schwartz's property 
P. Notice that (8 ® X ) '  = { Aw | A e B (H )}, so (8 ® X ) n ( 8 ® X ) '  = 8W ; hence 8 8 X  is a
[ n  cA
factor. If 8n is the ‘ -subalgebra of 8 ®  X  consisting of those operators of the form I Q Q I,
relative to the decomposition of H<“ > as H(n)® (H <n))x , then 8n is n2 dimensional and u 8„ is 
weakly dense in 8 ® X .  It follows that 8 8 X  is approximately finite dimensional, and thus by 
Theorem 1.13 it has Schwartz’s property P. It now follows from Theorem 1.14 that Z  is the 
range of an operator T H  in (8 ® X ) ';  thus T  maps L at^G  onto L a t ^ G S X  ♦
The technique of deducing the existence of an operator TeB (H ) to write an arbitrary 
element of Lat1/2 G ®  X  as ranTH  appears in the proof of Theorem 5 in [23], where a 
characterization of Lat1/2 G ®  X  is obtained when G is the algebra of analytic Toeplitz 
operators. Their proof really works for arbitrary norm closed unital algebras, once Lat^G  
has been identified as for some $ . This is the content of Theorem 2.7.
f -----------
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2.6 C oro lla ry  [1]. Assume G is a weakiy closed unital subalgebra o f  B(H). If 
Lat^G  = {(0),H}, then G = B(H).
Proof: Assume G *  B(H). Then G 9 X  *  B(H(“ >), so by Theorem 1.15
L a t ^ a a x  * { ( oj,h H } .
By Theorem l .4 it follows that Lat^G  *  {(0),H). ♦
If TeB (K ,H ), then the operator T M e B fK M ,^ - ) )  is defined by T W (© X j)*  © Txj.
2 .7  T h e o re m . Assum e  G is a  norm closed unital subalgebra of B(H) and  
§ : G - *  B(K) is a  complete contraction such that Z $ = Lat^G . Then
Lat1/2G ®  X  = { ranTH  | ra n T e £ § }.
Proof: By Theorem 2.5,
Lat1/2 G ® X  = { ranS(“> | S€B(H), ran S eL a t^ G }.
If TeB (K .H ) with ranT = ranS, we assert that ranT*-) = ranS*-*. Since T  and S have the 
same range, we have that T0'1S eB (H ,K ) and S0'1TcB (K ,H ) (the Closed Graph Theorem  
establishes this). It follows that T<~) = SW (S0‘1T)W  and S(~> = T(“ >(T0‘1S)W , which 
establishes the assertion.
Finally, Z $ = L a t^G  implies that
{ ranfl”) ( ranTc £ 5 } = { ranSM  | S eB (H ), ranSe L a t^ G }. ♦
Ong proved that no invariant ranges of a norm closed algebra G are lost when passing 
to the w eak closure G 'W0T, provided the unit ball of G is weakly dense in the ball of G‘W0T 
(Theorem 1 .6). The following theorem is the analogous statement for Lat^G .
2.8 T h e o re m . Suppose  G is a norm closed unital subalgebra o /B (H ) with the property 
that the unit ball o f G is weakly dense in the unit ball o f G'W0T. Then Lat^, G = Lat^ G_W0T.
Proof: It is dear that LatebG'W0TcL atcbG (since the restriction of a completely bounded 
map on Q 'WOT to G will be completely bounded), so assume that K c L a t^ G . W e have that
F
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£ ( “>eLat1y2G ®  X  by Theorem 1 .5, and thus f t M e L a t ^ G  0  X  by Theorem 1.6 . Noting that 
G @ X  = G‘WOT0 X  we have that £  <“ ) e Lat, ^  G*W0T0 X  and £ e L a tcbG‘WOT, again by 
Theorem 1 .5. Thus Lat^G  c  l_atcbG'WOT and the theorem follows. ♦
2.9 T heo rem . If  G is a norm closed unital subalgebra o f B(H) with the property that the 
unit ball o f G is weakly dense in the unit ball of G‘WOT, then
L a t*  G ® X  = Lat1/2G ® X  = Lat1/2 G ® X  = L a t *  G 0  X .
Proof: By Theorems 1.6 and 2.8 it suffices to prove that
Lat^G  ®  X  = Lat1/2G ®  X .
Assume that D c  Lat1/2G ® X  and use Theorem 2.3 to write £ $  = L at^G , where 
$  : G -► B(K) is a complete contraction. By Theorem 2.7 there exists T €  £ $  such that 
D  = ranT<“ ). The equation AT = T §(A ) holds for all A cG , thus if (A ^ )€ G ® X , we have 
(Aij)TW  = T H ( § ® i ) ( A jj). By Theorem 1.8 (5  ® 1 ) is completely bounded, so 
D  = ranT<“ >e L a t^ G S X . ♦
It follows from Theorem 2.9 that L a t^ O  ®  X  = { ranT | T c  (G ®  X ) ’ } whenever G is a 
C*-subalgebra of B(H). Suppose G is a factor without Schwartz's property P. Then G ® X  
is a factor without Schwartz's property P (see 1.13; prove if G @ X  is an approximately finite 
dimensional factor, then G is an approximately finite dimensional factor). Consequently, the 
class of von Neumann subalgebras of B(H) whose invariant operator ranges are ranges of 
commuting operators properly contains the class of von Neumann subalgebras with 
Schwartz's property P. W e record this fact in the following corollary.
2.10 C o ro lla ry . There exists a  von Neumann algebra G without Schwartz's property P  
such th a tLat1/2G = { ranT | T e G '}.
If 0<T<1 and T  = J[01] z  dE(z), then it is proved in [22] that every operator that leaves 
(ranT)-nom' invariant, and whose restriction to (ranT)-00™ is upper triangular with respect to 
the decomposition ® E (((J 4 )i+1,(1/ i ) i])H, leaves ranT invariant. Thus, if a  norm closed 
algebra G has (ranT)-normeLatG , and its restriction to (ranT)-00™ is upper triangular with 
respect to this decomposition, then ranTeLat1/2G. The following theorem asserts that
F----------------
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invariant ranges of this kind always induce completely bounded homomorphisms.
2.11 T h e o re m . Assume G is a norm closed unital subalgebra of B(H), MjCLatG
(i = 0,1,2,...), M „c  M1 c  MgC , and let N, = M j9 M M (M ., = (0 ) ; i = 0,1,2,...). Define 
T  a  diag(l ,34,(34 )2,( 34 )3, . . .)  relative to ®  Nj ( i fxcH,  write x = z +  Znj with n ^ N j and  
ze (©  N| J1 ; Tx = I (  34 )'n|). Then ranTe Lat^, G.
To prove this Theorem, we need to introduce the concept of an infinite dimensional 
Shur product. Suppose Se B(H), Te B (42), and Ay = <Tej,ej>, where { e( : i e N } is the 
standard basis of t 2. Assume ?  = {M ,: i e N} is a  pairwise orthogonal family of subspaces 
that span H (we call such a family a total orthogonal family), and (Sy) is the matrix of S  
relative to this family. Then we call the matrix (AySy) the Shur product of S and T  relative to 
7 and denote it ShurT(S). Shur products of finite matrices are discussed in [28] and the 
proof of the lemma below proceeds just as in the finite dimensional case.
2.12 L em m a. If 7 = {M j: i e N} is a total orthogonal family o f subspaces of H, Sg B(H), 
and  Tg B ( t2), then ShurT(S) is the matrix of an operator relative to 7 and
ShurT : B(H) - » B(H) is a completely bounded mapping with lS hurTllcb< RTO.
Proof: Let 4 *: B(H) - » B (H ® fc2) be the mapping 'P (S )=S ® T =(1 ® T )(S ®  1). Then 
i m cb< [Til ( ¥  is a composition of the complete contraction S - » S® 1 with the left 
multiplication operator on B (H ®  t 2) defined by W  (1 ® T)W , which is completely bounded 
with cb-norm equal to 8T I ). Assume P( is the orthogonal projection of H onto M;, so that 
Sy = PjS|M , and define V: H H ®  I 2 by Vx = Z  PjX® e(. W e assert that the matrix of 
V ^ S J V  with respect to 7 isShurT(S). Suppose me
(P iV *^(S )V )(m ) = PiV *(S ® T )(m ® e j) = P iV *(S m ® Te j) = (P ^T e j.e ^S jfm ).
The last equality follows from the observation that for any xeH ,
<P jV*(Sm ® Tep,x> = <Sm®Tej,VPjX> = <Sm,P|X><Tej,ej> = <Pi<Tej,ej>Sm,x>.
Thus
lShurTi cb= IV *'F V Icb < m cb < IT I .  ♦
Proof of Theorem 2.11: Assume the hypothesis, so © N jC LatG  and the restriction of G to
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®  Nj is upper triangular. The matrix of T  relative to this decomposition is diagonal, so $ r 0 
has a particularly simple form;
5 t 0(A) =
f  \  f  \  f  \
1 0 0 . . . \  I  A 00 A oi A 0 2 . • • \  I  1 0 0
0 2 0 . . .  | |  0 A n  A 12 . • • i j  0  '/z 0
o o 2 . . .  n 0 0 A 22 • •
V : :
o o (y2y
When the matrices are multiplied out, we are left with
$ T (A ) = 
o
A °°  ^ A ° '  2  ^A 02 7 ^ 0 3
V
\
o A n  1 A , 2 -L A
2  1 3
0 A 22 7 A 23
*33
J
which is a Shur Product of A (relative to ©  N,) with the adjoint of an analytic Toeplitz 
operator. It follows from Lemma 2.12 that 5 Tq is completely bounded.
2 .13 C o ro lla ry . Assume G is a  norm dosed algebra such that (G n  G*)" contains a  
M A SA JR  and mom c  G. Then Lat1/2G = Lat^G .
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Proof: By Theorem 1.16, all invariant ranges of G are obtained as
7t = ( I  x, I x ,e N , . I (  2* llx jl )2 < oo ] 
1=0 1=0
where N j=  M j0 M m  (M ., = (0 ) ; i = 0 ,1 ,2 ,...),an d MqC M ^ I V ^ c  ... 
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CHAPTER 3
INVARIANT RANGES 
OF STRICTLY CYCLIC ALGEBRAS
Suppose G is an ASCA acting on a separable infinite dimensional Hilbert space H and 
cp:H xH -»H  is the bounded bilinear map such that G = { Mz | ze H  } (see 1.10); we write 
G ~  (H.cp). Let $  : G -»  B (H M ) be the infinite inflation map, $(A ) = A<“\  and define
m 5 ■ { T c B (H H ,H ) |  A T= T$(A )fo ra ll A eG  }.
Every operator TeB(H<~>,H) may be viewed as a row operator matrix T  = (B0 ,B1 ,B2 , .. .)  with
BieB(H) for all i e N. Since G is maximal abelian, it is d ear that TcUTlj if and only if Bj€G for
all i e N. It follows that given TeJTl}, there exists a sequence (x j in H such that
T  = (MXo,MXi ,MX2, . . .) .  The following lemma identifies sequences {x j in H that induce
operators (M x ,MX ,MX , . . . )  in B CH W ^).
0 1 2
3.1 Lem m a. Assume G ~  (H.ip) and { ej | i e N } is an orthonormal basis o f H. Then ip 
is a  weak Hilbert-Schmidt map if and only if
(Meo,Me i.M62, ... )g B (H H ,H).
When this is the case we have
= { (M De0.M De1.M DB2. - ) |  DgB(H) }.
Proof: Let U : H ®  H -»  H W  be the unitary operator defined by
U ( I  XjOej) = ®Xj.
Assume cp is a weak Hilbert-Schmidt map and suppose Y e B (H ®  H,H) with <p(x,y) = Y (x® y) 
for every x .yeH . W e assert that YU* = (Meo,Me i,Me2, ...) . Since Y U 'g B J H W ^ ), we have 
8 j€B(H) such that YU* = ,B2, ... )• Let Pn : H H  -»  H be the partial isometry defined
by Pn( ® xj) =  xn, so
Bn = Y U *P n*.
24
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If xeH, it follows that
Bnx = YU*Pn*x = Y(x® en) = cp(x,en) = M0 x,
so B„ = and the assertion is established. It is now clear thatn en
rM M M \fR (H H  HI
)U(x®y) = (M M M ... )U(Z(<y,ei>x)®ei)
= Ztp(x,<y,ej>ei) = cp(x,y),
thus <p is a weak Hilbert-Schmidt map.
Assume DeB(H), and define 4i:H xH -»H  by +(x,y) = ip(x,Dy). By Theorem 1.9, if ip is a 
weak Hilbert-Schmidt map, then so is Assume that this is the case, and let X eB (H ®  H,H) 
with X(x®y) = +(x,y) = cp(x,Dy). Then XU*Pn*x = X(x®en) = cp(x,Den) = Moenx (where U and 
Pn are as above) so
It follows that (M oe^M oe^oej’ ... )e3Tl5 for all DcB(H).
Assume now that (MXo,MXi,MX2,...)e J R } . We assert that there exists DeB(H)with 
De| = X| if for every ueH, Z  |<u,X!>|2 < <». (The converse is true as well, but we will not need 
it here). Consider the map S defined by Su = Z  <u,xj>ei; S is thus a linear map defined on 
all of H. If un-»u and S(un)- *v , then for every k,
= lim<Z <un,Xj>ei,ek> = lim<S(un),ek> = <v,ek>, 
thus Su = v, and S is bounded by the Closed Graph Theorem. If D = S‘ , then for every k, 
<Dei,ek> = <ei,Sek> = <e,,Z,<ek^[>el>
so De, = Xj, which establishes the assertion.
Suppose now that ucH. To prove that Z  l<u.Xj>l2 < « , it suffices to show that for every 
complex sequence {B(} in t 2, Z <xi,u>lii converges (see [13]). Since G contains the scalars, 
for each Bj there exists y,e H such that
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<Su,ek> = <Z cu.x^ej.e^ = <u,xk> = lim<un,xk>
-  Z j< X j,e k> < e j,e j>  -  < X j,e k> ,
26
Mz(Yi) = «p(yitz) = ip(z,yj)= My.(z) = R,z (for every zeH ).
The operator norm of My. is equivalent to the Hilbert space norm of y, (see 1.10), thus 
® yjeH < ~ \ and it follows that I  XjSj = (MXo,MXi,MX2, ... )(® y j) is norm convergent in H. In 
particular, < £  xiBi,u> = I  <Xj,u>l3i converges. ♦
Suppose (w j is a bounded sequence in (0,°°), and A is the weighted shift with weight 
sequence {WJ. Assume {pn} and {^ (k .i)}^  are defined as in Section 1.10. Theorem 1.11 
gives various conditions on the sequence {w,} under which A is strictly cyclic; assume A is 
strictly cyclic with {A}' ~  (H,cp).
3.2 T h eo rem . The bilinear map cp is a weak Hilbert-Schmidt map if and only if
k 2
sup 2 POO) < “  •
k 1:0
Before we prove this Theorem we need the following result.
3 .3  L e m m a . Suppose  ( ) is a lower triangular matrix o f complex numbers such that
l I2
M 3 Sup X | a ij| < °°-
120 j = 0
If H is a separable Hilbert space with orthonormal basis {e0,e., ,e2,e3,e4, . . . }, then
~ f  , A
<>(o.b)= X  X  <a.eJx b Je , . 1>a,j
1 T o \ j  = o
defines a weak Hilbert-Schmidt mapping of HxH into H with apHH S =
Proof: Note that b (e r,e s) = a r, s r e r* s ; thus
OO OO 2  OO OO 2  2
X  X  | <0(6r,es),U> j = X X  1 | | a r*s r|
r = 0 S : 0 r : 0S:0
°° 1 2 I .2
= X  X  |<evu>l | « u l
i = o j = o
f




2 i i c . i 2I <e,,u>
j =o
£ M X I <ef ,u>
i = o
2
It follows that U6!Ih s  < M ^  (see the discussion following Theorem 1.8 for the definition of 
“ 0» h .s . ) .
On the other hand
00 00 i |2 k t2
X  X  j « X e r.e s) ,e k> | = X | a k i |  so 0OHh.s.s u '/ z .
r  :  0 S = 0 J = 0
Proof o f Theorem  3.2: By the comments after Theorem 1.12,
oo /  |
«p(x.y)= X X <x.eJxy.et.1> p(f.J) |et.
i = 0 V j = o
Thus, if cxjj = p(i,j) in Lemma 3.3, then
k  2sup 2 < “
k  1 = 0
implies tp is a weak Hilbert-Schmidt map. The equation
oo oo 2 k  2X X | <q»(er.es).ek>| = X
r = 0 s = 0 1 = 0
implies the converse.
Notice that every strictly cyclic shift with a monotonically decreasing weight sequence 
generates an ASCA that satisfies the equivalent conditions in Theorem 3.2. In particular, a 
Donoghue algebra satisfies the conditions of this Theorem.
W e now return to the case where G is an ASCA acting on a separable infinite
F
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dimensional Hilbert space H, G -  (H.tp), and { es | i e N } is an orthonormal basis of H. 
Assume ranT€Lat1y2 Q- Then for every x .yeH , cp(x,Ty)eranT, and it makes sense to define 
cpT:H x H -» H  by q)T(x,y) =  T0'1(ip(x,Ty)). Thus,
«PT(x.y) = V MTyM  = To ' H ( Ty) = (Mx)(y).
Notice that
■T0-1(cp(x.Ty))B = UT0 1(MxTy))B = B ST (Mx)(y)l
<  II $ TUII MXH ByO < KBxll ByO, 
for some constant K. It follows that cpT is a bounded bilinear map.
3 .4  T h e o re m . Assume that tp is a weak Hilbert-Schmidt map and  ranTeLat 1/2 G. Then 
the following are equivalent.
(i) ranTcLat^Q ;
(ii) cpT is a weak Hilbert-Schmidt map-,
(ill) ranT = ran(MTeQ,MTei,MTe2, ...);
(iv) There exists M e LatQ(“> such that ranT = PM, where P( ®  Xj) = xQ.
In particular, Lat^G  = { ranT | T eB (H W .H ); AT=TAM  for all A eG  }.
Proof: (i) implies (ii). By Lemma 3.1, (Meo,Me i,Me2, ... )eB (H W ,H ). Thus,
0  =
Me0n e ,N e 2 ...
0 0 0 
0 0 0
\
e G @ X .
• 7
By Theorems 1.5 and 1.6 we have ranTw eL a t1/2 G® X , thus
(T M )0'1Q T H eB (H < “ >). Define U : H ®  H -»  H<“ ) on elementary tensors by
U(x®y) = ®<x,ei>y: thus U extends to a unitary operator (see Section 1.7). Let P be as in
the statement of the theorem; P( ® x s) = x0. It follows that P (TW )0'1£2T<“> U eB (H ®  H ,H ), and
I
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P (T < ~ V Q T H U (x ® y ) = To-1K <x,ep.M 0l(Ty))
= T0'1cp(x,Ty) = cpT(x,y),
so cpT is a weak Hilbert-Schmidt map.
(ii) implies (iii). W e assert that the inclusion
ranTcran(M Teo,MTei,MTe2, .. .)
always holds. As in the proof of Lemma 3.1, given any sequence {6J in I 2, there exists a 
sequence {y j in H such that cpty.x) = <p(x,yj) = B,x and © y ^ H M . Thus,
(MTe0.MT8l.%. -  )(®Xi) = I MTe,(y,) = I cp(Te„y,)
= I BjTej = 1(10 .^
It follows that, given xe H, we may write <x,ej> = 8j and select yf as above; then we have 
Tx = K l l ^ i )  = (MTeo.MTei,MTe2, ... ) ( © * ) ,  and
ranTcran(M Teo,MTei,MTe2, ...) ,
as asserted.
To get the reverse inclusion, choose X ,Y e B (H ® H ,H ) such that 
Y(x® y) = tpT(x,y) = T0'1(cp(x,Ty)) and X(x® y) = (p(x,Ty); it follows that X = TY. (Recall that the 
bilinear map (x,y) - » <p(x,Ty) is a weak Hilbert-Schmidt map by Theorem 1.9.) Suppose U is 
defined as in Lemma 3.1;
U ( I  Xj®ej) = ®Xj ,
and thus XU* = TYU *. W e assert that XU* = (MTeo,MT6i ,MT{,2, ...) ;  to see this, let ©XjCHW . 
Then
X U *(© x i) = X(S Xj®^) = I  tp(xi,Tei)
= I ,  MTe.(Xj) = (MTeQ^Te^^Tej- — K ® xi)- 
W e have established that (MTeo>MTei,MTe2, .. .)  = TYU*, hence
ran(MTeo,MTei,MTe2, ...)c ra n T .
(iii) implies (iv). Assume (MTeo,MTei ,MT02, ... )€ B (H W ,h ), so that
graph(MT ,MT# ,MTe^ , . . .)  = { ( ® X j , I  MT^ .(xj) ) | © x jC H H  } is a closed subspace of 
H W  ®  H. Let U : H<~> ©  H - » H("> be the unitary operator defined by U ( (© X | , y )) = ©Zj, 
where Zq = y, and z n = x,,., when n > l. Define M = U(graph(MTeo,MTei,MTe2, . . . )), so M is a
r ---------f-
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closed subspace of H H  and it is clear that PM = ran(MTeo,MT<Ji,MXe2, ...) , and thus PM = 
ranT. The only thing left to prove is that M e  LatG w .
Assume that A eG , say A = My, and ©ZjCM . Then z0 = I  MXe (xj and zn = xn-1 (n> l) for 
some © X |€H (~). To see that A i-H s z ^ e M , write A W (© Zj) = ©Wj. ThenWj = MyZj (i>0), so 
that w0 = I  MyMT (xp = I  MTeiM yXj) and wn = Myxn.., (n> l); thus
©Wi = U tfffiM yXj, I  MTe.(MyXj) ))eM .
(iv) implies (i). Assume that M e LatG W  and let Q eB (H l“ >) such that ranQ = M. Then we 
have ranQ eLatg jjG ^, A<~)Q = Q $q (A M ) for every A eG , and § Q is completely bounded. 
Define §  : G - » B(H<"I) by $(A) = $ Q(A<“>); then §  is completely bounded, since it is a 
composition of two completely bounded maps, and we have
A(PQ) = PAW Q  = P Q 5q (AW ) = (PQ)§(A).
It follows that ranP Q eLat^G . But ranPQ = PM = ranT.
The last assertion in the theorem follows from Lemma 3.1 together with the 
equivalence of (i) and (iii). ♦
If G ~  (H,cp) is an ASCA and BB(H) denotes the Banach space of bounded bilinear 
forms from HxH into H, then the Banach space isomorphism between G and H gives rise to 
an isomorphism A  : BB(H) -»  B(G,B(H)) defined by (A(vp)(Mx))(y) = +(x,y). If H ® pH is the 
"projective" tensor product of H with itself, i.e. the completion of the algebraic tensor product 
relative to the cross norm defined by
II f  II = inf { S  llXj^yjll | I x i®yi = f }.
then it is not hard to see that BB(H) is naturally isomorphic to B (H ® pH,H) via the map 
r : B (H ® pH,H) - *  BB(H) defined by r(Y )(x ,y ) = Y (x® y). If BBwHS(H) is the set of weak  
Hilbert-Schmidt maps, then we have the following picture;
BBwHS(H) c  BB(H)
A
BCb(Q/B(H)) c  B(G,B(H)).
The previous Theorem says, amoung other things, that if cp is a weak Hilbert -Schmidt map, 
then a homomorphism induced by an invariant range is in Bcb(G,B(H)) if and only if its 
inverse image under A  is in BBwHS(H). This raises the following question; is
r---------- “
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A [B B wHS(H)] = Bcb(Q,B(H))?
Theorem 3.4 and Theorem 2.1 combine to give the following Corollary. W e mention it 
because we were unable to prove
{ ranT | T e B (H H ,H ); AT=TA<~> for all A eG  }
is closed under intersection by any other way. Also, this technique may be used in the case 
when G is the algebra of analytic Toeplitz operators to give a different proof of Theorem 2.3 
of [31].
3.5 C oro lla ry : Under the hypothesis of Theorem 3.4,
{ ranT | T eB (H W .H ); AT=TAW for all A eG  }
is a  lattice.
If G is any algebra, then a natural supply of invariant ranges for G are the elements of 
the set { ranB | B eG ’ }; we will sometimes refer to these ranges as the commuting ranges or 
ranges of commuting operators.
Suppose G is an ASCA with G ~  (H.tp). The multiplication cp induces an ideal 
structure on H; these are the invariant linear manifolds of G. The elements of Lat1/2G are 
simply the ideals which are also ranges of bounded operators. We assert that Lat1/2G 
contains all of the finitely generated ideals. To prove this, it is enough to show that Lat1/2G 
contains the principle ideals. If z e H , the principle ideal generated by z  is
{ cp(x,z) | xcH  } = { Mz(x) | x e H } = ranMz .
Thus, the principle ideals are simply the ranges of the operators in G, and since G is 
maximal abelian, these are the ranges of the commuting operators.
In [11], Foias proved that there exist analytic Toeplitz operators T, and Tg such that 
ranTf+ranTg is not the range of any analytic Toeplitz operator, thus constructing an example 
of an invariant range for the analytic Toeplitz operators that is not the range of a commuting 
operator (some authors have called such ranges "strange"). What his example shows is that 
the set of ranges of analytic Toeplitz operators does not form a lattice, or more specifically, 
this set is not closed under linear span. With certain weighted shifts, a very simple 
construction is possible which gets this same phenomenon.
Suppose A is a Donoghue operator (see Section 1.10), and assume G = {A}' ~  (H,cp) 
(we refer to G as a Donoghue algebra), so
F
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QQ
tp(x,y) = 2  (  2 <x,e,> <y ,ek.,> & (k ,i ) )  e k.
k=0 1=0
Let Mj = { x e H  | <x,ek> = 0 for all k < i} (i = 0,1,2,...), so M0 = H, and M p  Mi+1 for each i. 
Donoghue proved (see [7] or [30]) that
Lat{A} = { Mj | i=o,l,2,...}U {(0)}. 
thus these are the closed ideals in (H.cp), and it follows that is the unique maximal ideal 
in (H.cp). Thus, (H.ip) is a local ring, and the set of invertible elements in (H,cp) is precisely 
the complement of M v
It follows from Section 1.10 that G is the norm closure of the set
{ p(A) | p a complex polynomial}
(a result originally due to Nordgren). Since A is a compact operator, it follows that every 
element of G is either an invertible operator, or a compact operator. In particular, if zcM .,, 
then Mz is a compact operator. It follows that all of the non-trivial principle ideals are 
compact operator ranges.
3 .6  Proposition: There exist G such that ranMz ranMZ2 is not the range of
any operator in G.
Proof: Suppose z 1e M 1 butz.,gM 2, thus <zv e0> = 0 and ^ . e ^ *  0. Then ranMZi is a 
compact (non-closed) operator range in M v  thus there exists z ^ M ,  such that z2e M2 and 
z2e ran M ^ . W e assert that ranMZi+ ranMZz is not the range of any operator in G. Assume, to 
get a contradiction, that ranMZi+ranM Zz = ranMy. Since ra n M ^ + ra n M ^ c M .,, w e must have 
<y,e0> = 0, and since z ^ ra n M y , there exists x eH  such that ranMy(x) = <p(x,y) = z v  We will 
use juxtaposition to indicate the abelian multiplication: cp(x,y) = xy = zr  A look at how the 
multiplication is defined (ifs a weighted power series multiplication) reveals that <x,e0> *  0 ; 
otherwise we have z 1c M z. Thus x is invertible, and repeating the argument for z ^  we have 
wy = Z j with w invertible. It follow that w ' ^  = y = x^z ,, and from this we have 
(xw'1)z2 = zv  Thus z , is a multiple of z2, and since x w 1 is invertible, Z j is a multiple of z v  It 
follows that z 1 and Zg generate the same principle ideal, i.e. ranMZi = ranM ^, which is the 
contradiction we seek. ♦
F----------
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If one wants to find an invariant range for the Donoghue algebra G that is not the range 
of a commuting operator, one needs to look no further than M v  Indeed, with the exception 
of H, ail of the ranges of commuting operators are compact operator ranges. Since finite 
spans and intersections of compact operator ranges are again compact ranges, it follows 
that the lattice generated by { ranMz | ze H  }, with the exception of H, consists of compact 
operator ranges. Thus for every n > l, Mn is not even in the lattice generated by the 
commuting ranges. W e have proved the following;
3.7 P ro p o s itio n . Let L  denote the lattice generated by  { ranMz | ze H  } (the lattice 
generated by ranges of commuting operators). Then L  is a proper sublattice of Lat^G .
This proposition shows that the ranges of commuting operators may be a very small 
part of Lat^G  when G is the commutant of a single operator. This is very different from the 
situation when G is the commutant of a normal operator; in this case the ranges of 
commuting operators are all of Lat1/2G . Ong proved (see [24]) that if A is a normal operator, 
and if G = {A}', then every element of Lat1/2 G can be written as ranT for some T e  G. Note that 
in this situation, G' is the von Neumann algebra generated by A (this follows from Fuglede's 
Theorem), and G 'c  G. W e assert that what we actually have in this situation is 
Lat1/2G = { ranT | T e G * } = Lat^G . Since G is the commutant of an abelian von Neumann 
algebra, it must contain a MASA TTl which satisfies the inclusion relation G 'c TTlcG. Thus, 
the hypothesis of Theorem 1.16 is satisfied, and by Corollary 2.12, Lat1/2G = Lat^G . Since 
G is a von Neumann algebra, L at^G  = { ranT | T e G '}.
f
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CHAPTER 4
INVARIANT DIAGONAL RANGES 
OF STRICTLY CYCLIC ALGEBRAS
In this chapter we consider strictly cyclic abelian algebras G which are obtained as 
commutants of weighted shifts (see Section 1.10 and Theorem 1.11). In this situation the 
bilinear form associated with the ASCA takes the form
cp(x,y) = z  (  2 <x,e,> <y .ek- t> p (k , i ) )  e k,
k=0 l=0
where { ej | i e N } is an orthonormal basis of H and p(k,i) is defined as in Section 1.10. W e 
obtain conditions under which the range of a diagonal operator is invariant under G, and 
completely characterize the invariant diagonal ranges of those algebras that are 
commutants of strongly strictly cyclic shifts whose weight sequence satisfies the condition in 
Theorem 3.2.
Assume A is a weighted shift with weight sequence {w j (recall that we assume Wj>0 for 
all i), and let D be a diagonal operator with diagonal {d(} (relative to the basis { e( | i e N }); 
we write D = diag({dj}). Since ranD = ran diag({|dj|}), we will assume nenceforth that d>0 for 
all i, and to avoid triviality, we assume dk *  0 for some k. W e begin with the following simple 
lemma.
4.1 Lem m a. We have ranD eLat1/2 {A} if and only if
(i) there exists n>0 such that d; = 0 whenever 0<i<n and  d( *■ 0 for ail i>n;
(ii) with n as above,
d, w ,
S u p —— < 00 •
I i  n 0)* !
Proof: W e begin with the necessity of (i). If d, * 0 ,  then ejCranD. Since ranD eLat1/2 {A}, 
w e have ej+1 = (l/w ^AejeranD, and hence di+1 *  0. It follows that an invariant diagonal
34
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operator’s diagonal sequence has the property that dj *  0 implies dk *  0 for all k>i. Letting 
n = min{ i | d( *■ 0 }, the necessity of (i) follows.
With {d j as in (i), the rest of the proof is obtained by observing that ranD eLat1/2{A} if 
and only if
is a bounded operator. This is clearly equivalent to (ii). ♦
Assume that D = diag({dj}) with dj = 0 for all i< n 0 and d( *  0 when i>n0. Since there can
be no proper dense invariant ranges (see Section 1.10), we assume n0> l .  The following
theorem gives necessary and sufficient conditions for the range of D to be invariant under 
G = {A}', and a formula for § 0 is derived.
4.2 T h eo rem . We have  ranDe Lat1/2G if and only iffor every x .yeH ,
oo k ^ 2
2  I 2  < x , e j > < y , e p ( k , 1)|  < «.
k = n Q t = n 0 *
When this sum is finite, we have
F
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«0 k
§ D( M y ) (x )=  2 ( 2  <x,e1><y,ek. )> - ! - p ( k . D )  e k .
dkk = n 0 t = n 0
Thus, there is a constant M such that
oo k
2 l 2  <x,e)><y,ek.|> —  p(k ,i) |  < M t x H  
dk
2 . „2
k = n Q l m 0
Proof: By definition, the range of D is invariant under G = { My | ycH  } if and only if for every 
x,yeH , MyDxeranD. Thus, ranDeLat1/2G if and only if for every x.yeH ,
2





<MyDx,ek> = <cp(Dx,y),ek> = 2 <Dx,e,> <y,ek_,> p(k.i) = 2 <x.et> <y,ek_,> d, p(k.t).
uo 1=0
and since dj = 0 when i<n0,
k
<MyD x,ek> = 2  <x.ei> <y,ek_f> d f p (k ,i) .
t -  n 0
Substitute this into (*) to see that ranDeLat1/2G if and only if for every x.yeH ,
oo k  ^  2
2  I 2  <x ,e t><y,ek-i> —1 P (k ,i ) |  < «.
k = n 0 l = n 0 k
To verify the formula for $ D(My)(x), definey
oo k
$ (M u)(x) ■ 2  ( 2  <x,e)><y/ek.,>—  p(k ,i) )  e k ,
k = n 0 l = n 0
so § (M y)(x) is a well defined element of H for each x.ycH . W e assert that 
MyDx = D $(M y)(x) holds for all x .yeH . Indeed,
D $(M u) (x )=  2  dk ( 2  <x,et><y,ek. 1> — &(k,i))  ek
dkk = n 0 t = n 0
f
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«° k
= 2  ( 2  <x*dieixy<ek-i> POO)) e„
k = n 0 1 = n 0
oo k
2  ( 2  <Dx<e,xy/ek.,> p(k,D) e« = n yDx.
k -n0 >=n0
Since 5 (M  )(x)ekerD x , it follows that D0'1D $(M  )(x) = $(M  )(x) for every x .yeH . W e now•y/V'' / — ---------- .   “ O ~ * v — y /V " /  - v - y
have
y
and the formula is established.
5 0 (M )(x) = D0 1M Dx = D0'1D $ (M y)(x) = 5(M  )(x),
4 .3  T heo rem . Assume Q ~  (H,cp) is the commutant of a strictly cyclic shift A, and  cp is 
a weak Hilbert-Schmidt map. Suppose D = diag({d;}) with dj = 0 for all i<n 0 and  dj *  0 
when i>n0. Then each of the following statements implies all o f the statements below it.
( 0  Sup X  
klno 1=n0




( i i )  ranD = ran(M De ,MDe ,M0e , ... );
o i  2
(iii) ranD eLat1/2G;
( j v) ,Sup —  p(1+ j.i) <
0 d i*j 
j i  o
n0(v) ranA c  ranD and ranDeLat 1/2{A}.
If in addition A is a strongly strictly cyclic shift with a monotonically decreasing weight 
sequence, then (v) implies (i); i.e. the previous are equivalent.
Proof: (i) implies (ii). Lemma 3.1 ensures that
(Moe0.M De1.MDea. - ) € B ( H H >H).
By Theorem 3.4, it suffices to prove that tpD is a weak Hilbert-Schmidt map. From the
f  "  -
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remarks preceding Theorem 3.4, w e have tpD(x,y) = $ D(Mx)(y). By Theorem 4.2, we have
oo k H
= 2  ( 2  <y ,e t><x,ek. 1> - ^ - p ( k , 0 ) e k . 
k m 0 t = n 0 *
a .
Let (Xjj = — p ( i , j ) ,  when i > j  > n0, and ctjj = 0 otherwise. Then 
di
t 2 *
Slip Z  a tl = SuP X
u o  j = 0 ‘ k 2 n 0 ) = no
—  P (k ,i)  
d k
< 00
and by Lemma 3.3
«e.b)= Z Z <o.ej><b(e , - J> a, ,  J e,
i = o \ j  = o
defines a weak Hilbert-Schmidt mapping of HxH into H. But cpD(x,y) = b(y,x), so ipD is a 
w eak Hilbert-Schmidt map.
(ii) implies (iii). This follows from Theorem 3.4 since Lat^G  c  L a t^ G  .
(iii) implies (iv). It follows from Theorem 4.2 that for every x.ye H,
k g  2
2  I 2  <x, e1><y,ek. 1> — p( k , i ) |  < MOx l l  
dk
2 -  . 2
k - n 0 t = n 0
for some constant M. Let x = es (s > no) and y = e, above to get
d s * t
p( s+t , s)  < M.
It then follows that
u T  ~ ~  M < oo.
0 d „1*1
(iv) implies (v). Letting j= l and taking the supremum over i>n0 in (iv), we have
di
Sup
l m 0 Q|»i
r------------    ■ -t
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But p(i+1 ,i) = Wj (recall our convention that w0 = 1), so
d|W,
Sup - —  < 00■
1 i  n_  a , *  1
It follows from Lemma 4.1 that ranDeLat1/2 {A}.
Letting i = n0 and taking the supremum overj>0 in (iv), we have
dn
Sup  L &(n0+j.no) < 00■ (*)
) 2 0  d n 0*J
A closer look at &(n0+j,n0) reveals
( j ( n 0* j , n 0)  =  lllsCL  =  W n ^ J ~ l ' " W j
w „ o. , - w 0
so that
d n W n . j . ,  - W j
Sup --------- 2-----  ---- 2------------- < 00 •
J2O Wn0-1 wO dn0*J
Eliminating the terms that do not depend on j, we have
W JSup -----   < 00-
J2 O d n0*j
We assert that this is equivalent to the inclusion ranA0® c  ranD. To this end, we prove that 
ranAn° = ran diag({Pj}) where ps = 0 if i<n0 and Pj = w M  -  Wj_n when i>n0 (note that when 
n0= i the 'sliding product' reduces to one factor). The assertion follows from this since, if 
P = diag({P|}), then ranP c  ranD if and only if P0'1D is a bounded operator, and
W,_,  -  W,  - n
P0'1D = diag({qj}) with q; = 0 if i<n and q; = -----------------------2 when isn0.
di
By Theorem 1.2, ranA"0 = ran(An°(A n°)* )1/2, and we claim that P = (An°(An°)* )1/2. Le tS  
be the unilateral shift and suppose R = diag({Wj}). T h e n A  = SR, An°  = (SR)n°, and 
(A"0)* = (RS*)n°  (recall the convention that Wj>0 for all i). W e prove P = (An°(A n°)*)1y2 by 
showing that
F
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A ^ A ^ - t f e , ,  H
and we proceed by induction on n0 (be aware that the sequence {pf} changes with n0). 
Suppose n0 = 1; if k*0, then
AA*ek = SR2S*ek = SR2ek.1 = S fw ^  ^ ) = w k.,2ek,
and if k=0, then AA*ek = 0. In either case, AA*ek = pk2 ek. Now assume (*) holds; we will 
show that
Ano+1(Ano+1)*ek = pk.12wk.12ekl 
if k>n0+ 1 , and An°+1 (An°+1 )*ek = 0 otherwise. Suppose k>n0+1; then
A"o+1 (Ano+i j*gk = SRAn°(A n°)*R S*ek = SRAn°(An°)*(w k.1ek.1)
= SR(wk.1 pk-12ek.1) = pk.-, 2wk.12 ek.
If k < n0+ l , then ekcker(A n<5+1)*= ker(Sn°+1)*, so An°+1(An°+1)*ek = 0. It follows that 
An°+1 (An° +1)* is a diagonal operator whose diagonal sequence {t(} satisfies tj =  0 if i<n0+ 1 , 
and tj = w i.12pi_12 = wi.12wi.22 -  Wj^no+1)2 when i>n0+ l . This establishes the induction proof, 
and we now have ranAn° c  ranD. Thus the proof of (iv) implies (v) is complete.
Now assume that A is a strongly strictly cyclic shift with a monotonically decreasing 
weight sequence. Then the shift with weight sequence vf = wi+no (i= 0 ,l,...) is strictly cyclic. If 
« n = v0v , - vn.1, and a(k ,i) = a k/ a j a k^ , then by Theorem 1.11 the strict cyclicity is 
equivalent to
k 2 
Sup X  < °°-
k 2 0 I = 0
W e assert that this is also equivalent to
k - n 0
Sup £
k i 2 n 0 | z no W k- , W k- 2 -  W k. nc
p f lO ) < 00.
Assume that k > 2n0. Then
k - n 0
I
f = n 0 w k - 1 w k - 2  w k - n c
P f lU )
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w n<ri -  Wo
Wk-na-l] + [ Wk.no.,W k. no. 2 \ + / w k. ng. , \  + 1
V Wn0 Wn0W„0. , W n 0
Wno-l • W0
+ /"v k-2no-A + f vk-2fi0-lVk-2no-2>\ + + (v k-2n0-P
V V0 J V V°Vl )  I  Vo )
+ 1
Wpo-l-Wo; , = 0
k-2n0 2X ct(k-2n0,i) •
It follows that
k-n0Sup X
lc i  2 n 0 ) = no
-.2
1
w k- , w k. 2 • w k. no
if and only if
k-2n0 2Sup X «(k-2n0,1) <
k i  2 n 0 ( .  o
and the assertion follows from this.
(v) implies (i). In the proof of (iv) implies (v) it became clear that ranAn° c ranD if and 
only if
Wn . J -1 -  WjSup —2------- < «>•
J 2 0  d n 0‘ ]
Thus, there exists a constant M such that
— < M ------  forollk>n0.
w k- i w k. 2 -  w k.,n0
f
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If k>2n0, we have
I
t = n „
—  POU)
2 ,  s 2
d k - | W k- , ^  J  d k_2W k_ , W k_2
dkwc dkw0w
+ + I & k-no^ |Wk-| •" Wk-no<]
I dkw0- w no.2
k-n„
*  z a
! = nn
—  p ( k , i )  
*k
< i . f ^k- i Wk- A2,  /V 2w k- , w k. y  , f dk- nn„ w k. ,  -  w k. nn.A
dkw 0 j  V dxw0vv, J  ^ dkw 0 -  w no. 2 J
OIDII n) 1 °




The supremum over k of the last sum is finite, since A is strongly strictly cyclic. Since 
ranDeLat1/2{A}, we have by Lemma 4.1 that
I dk-1wk-l , , „Sup — -------- 1 < 00•
k 2 2 n 0 V Okw 0
It only remains to prove that
a ,w 0 ~ . w r. ,  I
forr = 2 ,3 ....... nQ-1. But
tik-r-Wk-l Wk-r
dkw0-  wM
1 A  /  ^ k - r ^ k - r  1 / ^  k - r * 1 w  k - r *  I
W0 " Wr-liV dk-J - r » l 1k - r * 2
tik-lW k -A  
dk /
and the supremum of each factor in this product is finite, again since ranDeLat1/2{A}. W e
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have proved that
k 2 2n0 I = n
S U P  £
k
and the proof of the theorem is complete.
We comment (without proof) that the suprema of each summand above being finite
says exactly that ranDeLat1/2{A}, ranDcLat1^ {A 2}, ranDeLat1/2{A3}  ranDeLat1;Z[An° '1},
and that the weighted shift with weight sequence w ^ . w ^ ,  ,wno+2, ... is strictly cyclic. Thus, if 
these conditions hold, the theorem is still true even if the weighted shift with weight 
sequence w„o+1 ,wno+2,wno+3, ... is not strictly cyclic (in which case A would not be strongly 
strictly cyclic). It is also immediately clear that Ar leaves the range of D invariant if A does. 
Since
if and only if ranDeLat12{Ar], we see why it was only necessary to assume ranDcLat1/2{A}.
4.4 C o ro lla ry . If A is a strongly strictly cyclic shift with a mcnotonically decreasing 
weight sequence {W|}, G = {A}‘, and D is a diagonal operator such that ranDeLat1/2G, 
then ranD eLat^G .
Proof: This follows immediately from Theorem 4.3 (ii) and Theorem 3.4.
4.5 C o ro lla ry . Assume that G and A are as in Corollary 4.4, and that
D = diag({d|}) with d0 = 0 and d, ^ 0 when i>1. Then ra n D eL at^ G  if and only if 
ranAcranD.
Proof: By Theorem 4.3 (v) it suffices to show that ranA cranD implies ranDeLat1/2{A). 
Assuming ranAcranD, then as in the proof of (iv) implies (v), there exists a constant M such 
thatw M <  M dj (i = 1,2,3,...). It follows that
f---------
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and ranDe Lat1/2{A} by Lemma 4.1. ♦
W e continue to assume that A and G are as in Corollary 4.3. One might wonder if 
something like Corollary 4.5 would work for diagonal operators with diagonal sequences of 
the form d0 = d, = 0 , and d| *  0 for i>2 ; is it possible to replace the condition that 
ranD eLat1/2{A} with some other condition? For example, is this condition equivalent to the 
inclusion ranA2cran D cran A ?  Assume now that D = diag({d|}) is such a diagonal operator. 
W e present two examples below, and some sufficient conditions for which ranDe Lat1/2G. 
One example demonstrates an instance when ranA2cranD , but ranDe Lat1/2{A}. The other 
example shows the possibility of ranD <? ranA, yet ranD eLat1/2G (which answers the second 
question above in the negative). Assume that D' = diag({d’;}) where d’j = d; when i * l , and 
d'1 = 1.
4.6 P roposition . If  ranA cranD ', or if  ranA2 c  ran DC ranA, then ranD eLat1/2 G.
Proof: Assume ranA cranD '. Then by Corollary 4.5 and Theorem 4.3,
Sup X
k l  I 1 :1




k 2 2 \ - 2
—  P (k .i)
<Jk
< 0 0 .
It follows from Theorem 4.3 (i) that ranDe Lat1/2 G-
Assume now that ranA2cran D c ra n A ; we will prove that ranD eLat1/2{A), from which it 
follows from Theorem 4.3 (v) that ranDe Lat1/2G. The inclusion on the right implies that there 
exists a constant M such that dM < M Wj.2 (for i = 3 ,4 , . . . ) .  Then inclusion on the left gives us 
a second constant N such that w ^  <, N d; (for i = 2 ,3 , . . .) .  It follows that
M h < M W |~.l^ i~2 < M N  (1 2 3 ),
and thus
F
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The proposition follows from Lemma 4.1. ♦
4.7 E xam p le . Let D = diag({dj}) with
a ■
i > 2; i even
i > 2; l odd
so ranA2cranD . However, if {w,} is not bounded below,
d, . ,wM  w,_,
Sup —    = Sup = DO.
1 even d |  I even W | _ j W |-2
so that ranDeLat1/2{A}.
4.8 E xam p le . Suppose w j = 1/i! and let D = diag({dj}) with
i  > 2; i  even 
d, = — t > 2; i  odd




d l-1w !-1 „  k-1 (k-1> _ „ . k , „
Sup     = Sup-- ----- *— = Sup
I even " |  I even —  1 even K 1
k l
I I
d | _ | W M  ( k - l ) l  ( k - l ) l  _  „  _ k  _
Sup —  ------ = Sup i = Sup -----------   < 00.
I even U| I even —  I even l ) y
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so that ranD cLat1/2{A}. W e now show ranA2cranD ;
i i
w 1 - l w 1-2 „  ( k - 1 >  ( k - 2 ) i „  k , „
Sup  h  = SuD , '  SuP TU ~2)i < 00'




w  t -  t w  1-2 „  C k -1 >  ( k - 2 ) l  „  .  k  ,  „
Sup --------------  = Sup *— — — = Sup t — 7 7 ---- r-  < “ •
1 even di leven -L 1 even v.k“ 1 J! vk~2j!
Finally, we show that ranD <t ranA;
-  k ( k - O iSup -------  = Sup — —  = Sup — - —
t odd w i - i 1 odd ■ ■ i odd K
0 ' 1>
The following example shows that in the absence of strong strict cyclicity, (v) does not 
imply (i) in Theorem 4.3.
4.9 E xam p le . In [14] an example is given of a weighted shift A with a monotonically 
decreasing weight sequence {W|} such that W j-»0, A is strictly cyclic, but the shift with weight 
sequence Vj = w i+1 is not strictly cyclic. As we saw in the proof of Theorem 4.3, this amounts 
to
k 2





x I  2 \ -  1 Wit-1
P (k ,i)
W e will use this to construct a diagonal operator D = diag({dj}) for which ranA cranD, yet
Sup X
k 2 i , z 1
—  & (k ,i)  
dk
It follows that this range will not be in Lat^Q . W e have not been able to determine whether
r
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or not it is in Lat1/2Q. It would be interesting to know the first condition in the chain of 
implications of Theorem 4.3 that this diagonal operator satisfies.




Since {w,} is a monotonically decreasing null sequence, if n>k,, then
1 p(n,k,)  < W n-2
w n-l w 0 w,






&(k2,k,) < 1 ,
+ 1 < I




1 = 1 1_VV* 2- '
T
-  &(k2,0 — -—  &(k2, 0





1 = k | * 1 Wk,-1
?(k2,0
Wk2-i
&(k2,k,) -  1
k,- l
I = 1 W k j-I
&(k2,0 1 > 2
Having chosen k,,,., such that
F




ieltl t<km_|; tikj for all J<m-D
choose km>ktn.1 such that
l fi(km,k<)
m- 1
( fo r  j = 1 ,2 ........ m - 1 ) .
and
k m ' l
' * <  <  I
I = I w km-l
pOe^l)












0 i = 0
d ( = ^  w k , f r k ,  f o r  some j  .
o t her w ise
and suppose D = diag({d;}). It follows immediately that ranAcranD, and
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1
ieE W k ,-|
P (k d )
2
> 2 1.
This completes the example.
The next lemma is used in the proof of Corollary 4 .11.
4.10 L em m a. Assum e  M is a separable Hilbert space with orthonormal basis 
{ef | i = 1 ,2 ,...} , and  D is a diagonal operator such that ranD is a proper dense linear 
submanifold of M. Then for every xcM , there exists a diagonal operator Px whose range 
is a proper dense linear submanifold of M, and such that xe  ranPx 3  ranD.
P r o o f :  Let tj = |<x,e,>|2, thus £tj < « .  Assume that D = diag({dj}), and, without loss o f 
generality, assume dj > 0 (i=1,2,...). Since ranD is dense in M, dj *  0 for all i>1, and since 
ranD *  M, there exists a subsequence of {d,} such that dj  ^ < 1/Vk. Now find a subsequence 
of {tj } such that




m *  1k fo r  o il n
and let Px = diag({pj). Then pm > dm for all m (note when m = ikn that n < k„ and
dj < l/'Jkj, < 1/Vn = pm), and thus ranD cranPx. Since {pm} is not bounded below, ranPx is
a proper dense linear submanifold of M. Finally,
I  = I  ^  = I  n t ,k ♦ - L -  I t
m = !  p‘  " IIDll "“ “ kjj
I  ^  I  t m < oo.
n = * 2  I ID l l  r n .» i c n‘ n= 1 .2 ....>
F
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It follows that xeranPx. ♦
Assume A is a Donoghue operator (see section 1.10), Q = {A}', M = {e0} x , and let 
Z = { ranB | Be G; ranB dense in M }.
4 .7  C o ro lla ry . There exist uncountably many ranges of diagonal operators in LatcbQ, all 
dense in M, none of which is the range of an operator in G. On the other hand, Z is an 
uncountable set that contains exactly one range of a diagonal operator.
Proof: To prove the first assertion, let
X  = { ranP | ranA c  ranP c  M ; P d iagonal}.
If we let D = (AA*)1/2 in Lemma 4.6, it follows that u I  =  M, and since each element of X  is a 
first category subset of M (see [10]) we must have that X. is uncountable. By Corollaries 4 .4  
and 4.5, X  c  Lat^G .
To see that no element of X  is the range of an operator in Q, it suffices to show that Z 
contains only one range of a diagonal operator (since ranA is such a range and ranA is not 
in X ) . Assume B cG , ranBe t ,  and ranB is the range of a diagonal operator. Since B 
commutes with every operator in G, ran8 eL at1/2 G, and by Corollary 4.5, ranACranB. The 
proof of Proposition 3.6 implies the existence of an invertible C eG  such that A=BC; thus 
ranA=ranB. It follows that ranA is the only element of Z that is the range of a diagonal 
operator.
The only thing left to prove is that Z is uncountable. Suppose N = {e^ e ,}"1 and let 
X = M \  N, thus X, being an open subset of a Baire space, is itself a Baire space (see [36]). 
Also, since X is an open subset of M, it is clear that N n X  is nowhere dense in X  whenever 
N is a  nowhere dense subset of M. Thus, N n X  is a first category subset of X  whenever N is 
a first category subset of M. If x e X , then ranMx is not closed (recall that M x is a compact 
operator), and we have that ranMx n X  is a first category subset of X  for every xeX . Finally, 
since xeranM x n X , it follows that
X = ( j  ranM* n X, 
x€ X
and Z must be uncountable, since x e X  if and only if ranMxcE . ♦
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CHAPTER 5
SOM E INVARIANT RANGES  
OF BACKW ARD SHIFT ALG EBRAS
In this chapter we investigate ranges that are invariant under "backward shift algebras". 
We call an operator A a backward weighted shift with weight sequence {w,} provided A* is a 
(forward) weighted shift with weight sequence {w j (we assume that Wj>0 for all i, as in 
Section 1.10). If A is a backward weighted shift, then we refer to G = {A}’ as a backward shift 
algebra.
Suppose now that A is a backward weighted shift with weight sequence {Wj}. If P is the 
diagonal operator with diagonal sequence {w^, and S is the unilateral shift operator, it 
follows that A = PS*. Thus, AA* = PS 'S P  = P2, from which it follows that ranA = ranP. The 
following lemma is the analogue of Lemma 4.1. Assume D = diag({dj) with dk *  0 for 
infinitely many k, in order to avoid the obvious finite dimensional invariant subspaces.
5.1 L em m a. We have ranDe Lat1/2{A} if and only if 
(t) d| *  0 for all i>0 ;
00
Proof: To prove the necessity of (i), assume that ranDeLat1/2 {A} and that dn = 0 for some n, 
and we will seek a contradiction. Since for infinitely many k we have dk*0 , there exists m 
such thatdm = 0 and dm+1 *  0. It follows that em+1eranD, and by the invariance of ranD,
em *  (1/wm)Aem+1eranD, 
which implies dm *  0 , a contradiction.
Assume condition (i); the rest of the proof is obtained by observing that ranDe Lat1/2(A} 
if and only if
51
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is a bounded operator, which is equivalent to (ii). ♦
Suppose A is a backward weighted shift such that A* is strictly cyclic. If {A*}' ~  (H,cp) 
and {A*}’ = { Mx | x e H }, then G = {A}' = { Mx' | x e H }. If x .yeH , then we may calculate the 
Fourier coefficients of M x‘(y) as follows;
<Mx‘ (y),ej> = <y,Mxej> = <y,cp(ej,x)>
00 00 = <y,X <x,ek.|> p (k ,i)  e k> = £ < y , e kx e k.,,x> p (k ,i) .
By Lemma 5.1, for the range of D = diag({d,}) to be invariant under {A}', it must either be 
a finite dimensional range or it is necessary that d j*0 for all i. Since the invariant finite 
dimensional subspaces offer no surprises, we assume henceforth that dj* 0  for all i.
F
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It follows that
53
5.2 Theorem . Assume A is a backward weighted shift with weight sequence  {w j such 
that A* is strictly cyclic. Let G = {A}' and suppose D = diag({d|}) with dj*0 for all i. Then 
ran D c Lat, a  G if and only if for every x ,y e H ,
I
1=0
X  <y,ek> <ek.,,x> - £  p(k,l)  
<Sik=l
< oo





£ < y , e kx e k. | , x > - M k , i )
k=i di
Proof: By the remarks above, G = { L* | xcH } where
00 I  oo
i-x(y) = X  X<y<ek><ek-i-x>1=0 I k=t
Thus, ranD eLat1/2G if and only if for every x,ycH , there exists ze H  such that L^D y) = Dz. 
This equation allows us to recapture the Fourier coefficients of z;
whence
<Lx(Dy),ej> = <Dz,e|> = dj<z,ej>,
<z,e,> = —  X < D y , e k><ek. t,x> frOO)-
dt k=i
It follows that, given x,ycH , z exists if and only if
Xt=0
1— X dk<y.ek> < 6 k-|,X> & (k ,i)
dl k=1
< oo
This proves the first statement of the theorem. 
To prove the second statement, note that
F




”  0 I
2  <y,ek> <ek_t,x> —  p(k,i) e ( = Mx(Dy),
k=1
and since D '1D = 1,
f
-1
5 D(M x)(y) = D0 n x(Dy) = 2
1=0
2  <y-e k> < ek-i,x> -J- p (k ,i) j e , .
dik=l
This completes the proof. <
5.3 T heorem . Suppose  G, A, and  D are as in Theorem 5.2. Then each o f the following  
statem ents im plies a ll o f  the statem ents be low  it.
0 )  Sup 2
k J l j = k
< oo;
(ii) ranD€Lat1/2G;
( i i i )  <
l . o  “ >
Proof: (i) implies (ii). For every k>1, n>k, and every x,yeH, we have
2
N d,
2  <y,e]> <ej . i(,x> -J- p (j,k )
j = k d*
s | X  I <y-Sj> |2 | <ehk,x>|2 I 2  
J = k J\] = k 71 p(jd
2 I <y-ej> I | < e j .k,x> | Sup 2 P(j ,>T
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It follows that
£  <y,6j> <ej.k/x > -^  p(j,k)
j = k dK
and
f
£ |<y.eJ>n <e3.k.x>r][ sup I,




£  <y,ej> <e1.k,x> —  ^ p(j.k)




do k = l
£  <y.ej> <ej.k,x> -J- p(j,k)
j  = k  k
<Dy,x> 2
+ Sup X ^-e(),k)
do \ kil 1 = k _ d k
£  ZL | <y-eJ> |2| <eJ_k.x> |2 ’
k =  I j  = k
<Dy,x> 2 * sup £ p(j,k)
do \ k2' l = k _dk
llxli2 |]yl|2
Thus, ranDe Lat1/2Q by Theorem 5.2. Incidentally, notice that this gives an upper bound for 
the norm of $ D;
IISdII s ( — ) ♦ I Sup X
do ;  \  kit j  = k





£  <y,eK> <ek.t,x> —  p(k,i)
vk=t di J
e, II = ll5D(MK)(y)ll i  K llyll llxll.
In particular, if r,s>0, then
F






p (i+ j,1 ) < K < oo.
This completes the proof. ♦
If A is a backward weighted shift such that A* is a Donogue operator, then we call A a 
backward Donogue and G = {A}' a backward Donoghue algebra. W e saw in chapter 2 that if 
G* is a Donoghue algebra, then
When the same question is asked of G, the answer appears almost immediately; if
then no proper invariant subspace of G is in JR. Donogue proved that every proper invariant
subspace is one of the finite dimensional spaces spanned by {eQ.e^eg en} (see [7] or
[30]). Thus, there are no infinite dimensional proper invariant subspaces. We assert that no 
non-trivial element of JR has finite linear dimension. Since every non-trivial element of JR 
contains the range of a non-zero element of G, it suffices to prove that, if A cG , then ranA is 
finite dimensional only if A = 0. This follows from the fact that kerA* = (0) for every A *0, A eG . 
Thus, if A cG , A *0 , then ranA is dense in H. While working with the invariant ranges of non- 
selfadjoint algebras, the difference between Lat1/2G and Lat1/2G* seems profound at times. 
Consequently, the following partial analogue of Corollary 4.5 surprised us.
5.4 T h e o re m . Suppose G = {A Y is a backward Donogue algebra and  D is a diagonal 
operator such that ranA cranD. Then ranD eLat1/2G.
Proof: Since (AA*)1/2 = diag({Wj}), the inclusion ranAcranD implies the existence of a 
constant M0 such that W; < M0 dj for all i. W e will prove that
F
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LatcbG* = {ra n T | T c B (H W ,h ); A T=TA H  for all A c G *  }.
JR = { ranT | T c B (H H ,H ); AT=TA(“> for all A eG  },
57
Sup X
k i 1 j  = k
■&(j.k)
and Theorem 5.4 will then follow from Theorem 5.3. Note that
1
J = k
% ( j . k ) T  = 1 + £ p(j+k,k)
_ k J ] = l  ^k
so it suffices to show that
Sup X
k i  I j = I
d j * k
-.2
p(j+k,k)
Assume that k = l. Since {w^ is in t 2,
X
J = I
^ ■ P O + i . i )
d i
'M L ) *  £  WJ a n, <
d iw 0;  j T i
The idea of the proof is to compare an arbitrary k,h term to the k=1 term. For example, 
comparing the terms k=1 and k=2 reveals
(k= 1) d , . , P( 1 + 1. 1)









i  n5 —  p(m,1)  d, (*)
d tP t M 2
for all m>k+2 and all k>2 . Let M2 = (———  n o) ; since {W;} is decreasing,
1
r
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H .  1 f*m-1 „ „ 1 Wm. 2 - W m. k ^  .  1 Wk - w 2d ,p ,  -----------------= <1, 0 , - -------------------------- i  d ,p , - --------------------
M k ^ - k  dk w w - w 0 dk w k_, w 0
—  — !—  s i i i -  n 0 = ( n j A= d i 0 ,
dk w ,  w 0 w , w 0 
It follows that
1—  i  C" / 2 J -  '
dk &k ^m-k d l f> i &m.,
and
dm ftm (
dk&k&m -k d l
So M2 satisfies (*).





-  p (j+k,k)J
d k» i 0(k+1 ■k)] * f ?
0(k+2 ,k) d k *3 p(k+3,k)
< IIDll M0 —  ♦ 0(k+2 .k)
2
+ dk*3 0 (k *3 .k )
w0 J .  d* dk
p
2 f -i2





0(k *2 . 1) 1 k -3 p(k+3 ,1 )
IIDll Mf
w .
+ m2 m ,
It follows that
Sup S
k t 1 , :  ,
d l*k 0(j+k ,k ) < 0 0 ,
f
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and the proof is complete. ♦
It is in fact true that the more general partial analog of Theorem 4.3 holds; if 
ranAncra n D  and ranD eLat1/2{A}, then ranDeLat1/2G. Note that the inclusion ranAcranD  
implies ranD cLat1/2{A} (see Lemma 5.1), thus this is a bona fide generalization. W e  
decided to state and prove the less general theorem first, rather than deduce it as a 
corollary, since its proof is almost the same as that of the general theorem, yet with fewer 
technical distractions. We now state and prove the general theorem.
5.5 T h e o re m . Suppose G ={A }’ is a backward Donogue algebra, n is a  positive 
integer, and D is a diagonal operator such that ranAn c  ranD and  ranDe Lat1/2{A}. Then 
ranDe Lat1/2 G.
Proof: W e will retrace the proof of Theorem 5.4 and locate the places that need 
modifications.
We need to have an idea of what the inclusion ranA"c ranD gets us. It is easy to see 
that ranAn = ran[diag(w0w 1 -w n.1,wlw2 - wn,w2w3--wn+1, . . . ) ]  (simply calculate [An(An)*]1/2). 
Thus, the inclusion says that
_ w t...w n* , . ,  ,
S up   --------- < 00•
120 ui
W e want M0 to be taken such that wf ••• wn+M < df M0 for all i. The proof proceeds exactly as 
in Theorem 5 .4  until we come to (*), which we will be able to prove holds for mak+n+1 
(rather than m>k+2). W e also let
n 2 =
-,2
d '^1 n 0
w n . . .  W 2 W ,  W o
With k>n+l and m selected as above, we are assured that the product 
wm-2w m-3 -  w m-k has at least n factors, and since {w j decreases, we know that
w m - 2 w m - 3  - w m - k ^ w k ^ 1  - w k w k-1 - w n + r
W e can then imitate the calculation that follows (*);
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„ .  1 Pfn-1 „ „ 1 w m. 2 -  W m. k ,  „ .  1 w k. B - r "  W k - w n. ,
d , P j  = d t P , - ------------------------s d , p r
d k Pk Pm-k
Wk.n-1 -  Wk 1
dk Wk. , - W 0
= d,p
dk Wfc., ••• w0
IP I dk wn- w . w 0 wn- w . w 0





d , * k p(1 +k, k)
2 r
♦ ... + p(n+k, k)
2 OO
*  I - ^ P ( j + k , k )
1--
-- CX 7T L d * J = n*l . d K
Just as in the proof of Theorem 4.3, the first summand has a finite supremum since 
ranDeLat1/2(A};
d , , d , +i/W k
Sup — —  P (1+k,k) = Sup ■ —  <
k 2 0 dk kiOdfcWo
Similarly, the second summand has a finite supremum because ranDeLat1/2{A2}, and the t,h 
summand (1<t<n) has a finite supremum since ranDeLat1/2{A1}. The supremum of the 




This completes the proof.
The converse of Theorem 5.5 is false; there are diagonal operators whose diagonal 
sequence satisfies 5.3 (i) that do not satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 5.5. To see this, note 
that
F----------
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OO 2
Sup X  [ p ( j . k ) ]  < oo.
I<i I j = k
Indeed, as long as j>k>l we have
p (j k , = W :-< W J~K = W ]-k*l £ ^ L iii
w k-i ■" w 0 ‘ w ,  w 2 w k_, wo '  w 0
(since {w j is monotonically deaeasing). It follows that
£  [p(j.K) ]2 = i ♦ i  [oak) ]2 £ i ♦ i
j :  k j = k» I j : k» I
I ] = l
W n
An obvious sufficient condition for the diagonal sequence of D to satisfy 5.3 (i) is then
SUP   < oo.
k i t i O  d j
In [24] Ong proved that the ranges invariant under the algebra of operators with upper 
triangular matrices (relative to the basis {e(}) are the ranges of diagonal operators whose 
diagonal entries are monotonically deaeasing (see Theorem 1.16). Since G sits inside of 
the algebra of upper triangular operators, these diagonal ranges are in Lat1/2G. The 
following lemma shows that the diagonal operators whose diagonal sequence satisfies the 
above sufficient condition are precisely those ranges Ong found.
5.6 Lem m a. Suppose D = diag({dj}>, dj*0 for ali i. Then there exists a diagonal operator 
P = diag({Pj}), with {pj monotonically decreasing, P|*0, and  ranD = ranP, if and only if
d kSup —  < oo. 
kiliO d t
Proof: If ranD = ranP, then there exist constants c, and such that c., dj < Pj < dj for all
i. If k>i and {p;} is decreasing, it follows that
F
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Conversely, assume that
dkSUp —  < oo.
k>i20 tj(
Let Pj = sup{ dk | k > i}; then {p,} is decreasing and df < pf for all i, so that ranD cranP. On the 
other hand, if c0 is chosen such that dk < c0 dj for all k>i>0 , then taking the supremum over k 
on the left gives us Pj < Cq dj, and thus ranPcranD. ♦
5 .7  E x a m p le . Let Pn = diag({pn j}) with pn j = Wj -  wn+M, so ranPn = ranAn for every n > l.
W e define dk = p1tkP2,k -  P k *-and let D = cJiag({dj}). Assuming that {Wj> is in I 2, is 
monotonically decreasing, and w 0=1 , we must have that dj<l for all i, and {dj} is 
monotonically decreasing. It follows that D is bounded and ranDe Lat1/2 G. W e assert that 
ranAn ?  ranD for all n. Choose an arbitrary n; we prove that ranPn £  ranD. A ssoo n ask>n ,
P n.k _ _________Pn.k_________ > 1
d k P l,kP2.k "■ Pn.k -  Pk.k w k
This proves the assertion, and we have an example of an invariant diagonal range that does 
not satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 5.5.
W e see that there are two sources of invariant diagonal ranges; Ong's supply and 
those obtained from Theorem 5.5. Are there any others?
5.8 Q u es tio n . Let be Ong’s range lattice; the lattice of ranges of diagonal operators 
with monotonically decreasing diagonal sequences. Let Z 2 —  the lattice of ranges of 
diagonal operators that satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 5.5 (it is easy to see that Z 2 is a 
lattice). Is the lattice of invariant diagonal ranges of G the lattice spanned by u L 2?
A corollary of Theorem 1.16 is that the only non-trivial invariant operator ranges of the 
algebra of lower triangular operators are the closed subspaces { e ^ e , , ... ,en} ‘L (n=0,1 ,2,...).
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The difference between the lower and upper triangular situation is the existence of non­
closed elements of £ v  If the answer to Question 5.8 is “yes", then in view of Theorems 5.5  
and 4.3, the difference between the invariant diagonal range lattice of the forward and 
backward Donoghue algebras is essentially the same as the difference in the lower and 
upper triangular situation.
W e now shift gears and consider some invariant ranges of the backward unilateral shift 
algebra; that is the algebra
G = { A* | A an analytic Toeplitz operator}.
Since no non-zero element of G is a compact operator (see [13]), none of the finite 
dimensional invariant subspaces are ranges of commuting operators. This implies that 
none of the finite dimensional invariant subspaces are in the set
{ ranT | T e B (H H ,H ); AT=TAW for ail AcG }.
W e define a linear map $ : G -»  B(H) by letting $(A) be the transpose of A.
5.9 T h eo rem . Let G be the backward unilateral shift algebra. Then 
Z  m { ranH | H eB(H ); AH=H$(A) for all A eG  } 
coincides with the set o f ranges of Hankel operators. In particular, we have
L a tG c ^ c L a t1y2 G.
Proof: By Theorem 1.20, every element of LatG may be viewed as (uH2) x for some inner 
function u. By Theorem 1.19, (uH2) x is the range of the Hankel operator H z(p. Thus, every 
invariant subspace may be written as the range of a Hankel operator.
By definition, H is a Hankel operator if and only if S ‘ H = HS, where S is the unilateral 
shift. This equation may be written as S *H =H $(S *), where §(S *) is the transpose of S*. W e  
assert that, if H is a Hankel operator, then AH=H$(A) for all Ae{S*}'. There exist sequences 
{aj} and {b j such that
r e 0  ° i  a 2
l_l ® l  ° 2  ® 3
® 2  a 3 a 4
V :
f
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and
^ b  o b |  b  2 
0  Dq b  | & 2
o o b o b i 
V :
\
Performing the matrix multiplication AH, one finds that the product is itself a Hankel matrix;
AH =
00
X m  t
oo oo
X M m  X b i °
1 = 0 1 = 0  1 = 0
00
X b i a i * i
00 oo
X b 1a l * 2  X b t °
1 = 0 1 = 0  1 = 0
oo
X  b i a t«-2 
1 = 0
00





f  b o 0
§ (A ) ;
 w  0  . . .
b t b o o 0 
b 2 b | b o 0
and performing the matrix multiplication H §(A ), one arrives at the matrix found above for AH. 
It follows that Z  consists of ranges of Hankel operators. It is clear that >ScLat1/2 Q, and the 
proof is complete. ♦
5.10 Q u e s tio n . Is L a t^ G  the lattice spanned by Z  U 31, where
31 = { ranT | TeB (H W .H ); A T -TA W  for all AeG }?
f
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CHAPTER 6
AN OBSERVATION ON THE 
INVARIANT OPERATOR RANGE PROBLEM
Recall that the invariant operator range problem is to determine if
Lat1/2G = { ranB | B eG '},
when G is a C*-subalgebra of B(H). As we saw in Chapter 1, this is equivalent to 
determining whether Lat1/2G = Lat^G for a C*-algebra G. We will show that an affirmative 
answer to the following question implies that Lat1/ZG = Lat^G whenever G is either a C*- 
algebra or an abelian strictly cyclic algebra.
6.1 Q uestion . Assume that 3I I  is a weakly (weak operator topology) closed linear 
subspace of B(K,H). Must { ranT | T e T T l} contain a maximal element (relative to set 
inclusion) ?
In order to relate this question to invariant ranges of certain operator algebras, we need 
to develop a little machinery. Suppose TeB(H), R=ranT, and let < v > T be the inner product 
defined on £  by
-i -i
<x,y>T = <x,y> + <T0 x,T0 y>.
Since the map (Tq^ x .x) •-» x is a bijection from G r a p h ^  onto & , we see that < v > T is 
simply the inner product of Graph(T0) carried over to R . It follows that (£ ,< -, >T) is a Hilbert 
space (we have just sketched the proof of (i) implies (iv) in Theorem 1.1). We shall write
Kt = (E.<v>t }.
6.2 Lemma. Assume TeB(H). Then B(H,KT) = { SeB(H) | ranScranT}. Furthermore, 
the norm and weak operator topologies on B(H,KT) are stronger than the relative norm 
and relative weak operator topologies (respectively) on B(H,KT) when B(H,KT) is viewed
65
r
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as a  subset ofB (H ).
Proof: It follows from the definition of < v > T that D x D < B x ftp for all x e R , thus if 
S e B (H ,K T) then S is also continuous when viewed as a map from H into H; that is S eB (H ). 
Conversely, if S cB (H ) with ran S cran T  = & , and z e H , then
II Sz ||p = II Sz II2 *  II T q 's z  II2 < (llSH2 + H To'slI2)  II z II2 .
It follows that S eB (H ,K T) and II S !|2 s ( IIS||2 + IIT o 's ll2), where a norm without a
B ( H . K y )  ^
subscript is a norm in H or B(H), depending on the argument (this will be the convention 
henceforth).
The inequality || Sx [| < || Sx |[T implies that || S || < || S IIB(HXt). so norm convergence in 
B(H,KT) implies norm convergence in B(H) (similarly strong operator convergence in 
B(H,KT) implies strong operator convergence in B(H)).
Assume that the net S( converges to S in the weak operator topology of B(H,KT). Let 
Aj = T0'1(Si-S ),s o th a tS i-S  = TAj. Ifx e H  and y e k e rT 1, then
<( 1 +T *T )A (X ,y>  = <A tx,y> + <T *T A ,x ,y>
= <T 01(S -S ,)x ,y >  + < ( 5 - 5 t)x ,Ty> = < (S -S ,)x J y > T -»  0.
The operator 1+T*T  is invertible, and we assert that 1+T*T maps kerT1 onto itself. To see 
this let ze k e rT 1 and find yeH  such that (1+T*T)y = z; we will prove that ye k e rT 1 . W e may 
write y = y-i + y2 where y e k e r T 1 and y2e k e rT ; we will prove that y2 = 0. W e have
y2 = (f+T*T )y2 = (1+ T T )(y -y i) = z - (1 + T O y ,.
Since kerTx is an invariant subspace of (1+T*T), it follows that
y2 = z - (1+T*T)y1€kerTx n kerT .
Thus, y2 = 0 and we have our assertion. This, together with
<(1+T*T)AjX,y>-»0,
implies that for ail xeH  and y e k e rT 1 , <A jX ,y>-*0. Finally, for every x .yeH , we have that 
T*yekerT x and
<(S-Sj)x,y> = <TAjX,y> = <AjX,T*y> -»  0.
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Thus, the net Sj converges to S  in the weak operator topology of B(H), and we have 
completed the proof. ♦
6.3 T heo rem . Assume G is a subalgebra o f B(H) with the property that for every non­
trivial CReLat1/2 G, x e £ ,  a n d x *0 , there exists B eG ' such th a tx z ran B c!R . Then an 
affirmative answer to Question 6.1 implies
Lat1/2G = L a t^G  = { ranS | S eB (H W  .h ), AS=SA<“ > for all AcG}.
Proof: Assume that R  = ranT and let 3TI = { B eG ' | ran B C ran T }. Since G' is weakly closed 
in B(H), it follows from Lemma 6.2 that JTI is a weakly closed subspace of B(H,KT). Now let
31 = {(B0,B11B2, ... )C B (H H ,K T) I B ^ m  for all i}.
Then 31 is a weakly closed subspace of B (H H ,k t ). Assuming an affirmative answer to 
Question 6.1, the set
{ran(B0,B1,Bz, ... )e B (H M ,K T) | B jCTRforall i} 
contains a maximal element; call it £ max. W e assert that
■^max = Ky = K -
Suppose, via contradiction, that x e R  but xe £ max. Then there exists B eG ' such that 
x e ra n B c £ . In particular, Be3TL. Find (Bg.B^Bg,... )e T l such that ran(B0,B1,B2, . . . )  = & max; 
then (B,B0,B1,B2, ... )c  J l and
xeranfB.Bo.B^Bg,... ) \R max.
It follows that £ max is properly contained in ranfB.Bo.B^Bg,.. .) ,  contradicting the maximality 
of £ max. It follows that £  = ran(B0,B1,B2, ...) , and
Lat1/2 G c {  ranS | SeB(H<“> ,H), A S = S A H  for all AeG}.
But
{ ranS | SeB(H<-> ,H), AS=SA<-> for all A e G jc L a t^ G ,  
since the infinite inflation is a completely bounded map. This proves the theorem. ♦
6.4 C oro lla ry . Assume G is an ASCA. Then an affirmative answer to Question 6.1
F
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implies
la t 1/2G = 1 3 1 *0  = { ranS | S e B (H W ,h ), AS=SA<-> f0 r all AeG}.
Proof: W e need only prove that G satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 6.3. Since G is 
maximal abelian (see Section 1.10), G=G’. By the remarks preceding Proposition 3.6, if 
G~(H,cp), then the ranges of operators in G are simply the principle ideals in H relative to 
the multiplication tp. Thus, if £  is a non-zero invariant operator range and xe £ ,  x *0 , then 
R  is also an ideal relative to cp and the principle ideal generated by x is contained in £ .  ♦
6.5 C oro lla ry . Assume G is a C'-subalgebra  o /B (H ). Then an affirmative answer to 
Question 6.1 implies
Lat1/2G = L a t*G  = { ranB ( B e G '}.
Proof: Theorem 1 .21 asserts that G satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 6.3, and since 
L a t*G  = { ranB | B e G '} (see 1.5), the corollary is proved. ♦
It should be pointed out that it is unknown whether G satisfies the hypothesis of 
Theorem 6.3 when G is the algebra of analytic Toeplitz operators.
F
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